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Chapter 1

Introduction: strategic purchasing of health services in Slovenia

All health systems exercise some form of purchasing of health services. In its most basic form it is the allocation of funds from payers to providers but if aligned to societal healthcare needs and wishes, it has the potential to play a key role in determining a health system’s overall performance in terms of quality and cost.

Purchasing is more than contracting of providers. Indeed, if policy-makers are to achieve their desired results, they need to take a broad systems approach to purchasing and act upon all the various components of the purchasing function. If purchasing only focuses on individual elements such as contracts, payment systems or provider competition, it will not reach its full potential (Busse et al 2007). For example, the introduction of a new DRG system to improve efficiency will succeed only if the government has the governance capacity to develop and maintain such a system, if providers have the managerial ability to respond to the new financial incentives and if the health interventions financed through the new system are informed by cost-effectiveness evidence and respond to the health needs of the population.

A purchasing strategy should therefore reflect a comprehensive and strategic approach. Strategic purchasing aims to increase health system performance through the effective allocation of financial resources to providers. This involves several elements that will be discussed in this review of the Slovenian health care purchasing system:

- Which interventions should be purchased taking into account evidence on cost-effectiveness e.g. through the use of Health Technology Assessment (HTA)?
- How should these be purchased using which contractual mechanisms and from which providers so that they respond to population needs and national health priorities?
- What payment systems should be used to optimize the performance of the current system?

The following chapters address each element by: i) describing the current situation in Slovenia; ii) identifying problems or issues that impact negatively on optimal functioning; iii) presenting international evidence on how other countries address these functions; and iv) offering options for solutions. A final section looks at the preconditions necessary for introducing Pay-for-Performance (P4P) schemes to reward providers for their quality and/or extra efforts.
Chapter 2
Coverage: benefit basket and HTA

Introduction

Coverage in a statutory system encompasses three distinct dimensions: a) breadth, depicting the extent to which the population is covered, b) depth, describing the type and number of services covered and c) height, accounting for the extent to which included services are covered and not subject to cost-sharing.\(^1\) As becomes evident in Figure 2.1, coverage may take different shapes. For example, universal systems in terms of population coverage can include a limited amount of services that are fully covered or have a comprehensive services package but with more cost-sharing per service.

Fig. 2.1: Dimensions of coverage from an expenditure perspective

The totality of health services and goods (explicit or implicit catalogues/ lists/ service groups) covered under public schemes constitute the benefit basket or package. While similarities exist in the way statutory benefit packages are determined in different countries, each system has a unique combination of substantive principles, according to which services are considered for the statutory benefit package, and relevant decision-making processes. As a

\(^1\) A slightly different terminology has also been used for the same model, still using breadth to denote how much of the population is covered, but describing which services are covered as the “scope” of coverage and the proportion of the benefit cost covered as the “depth”. Essentially, the three-dimensional model is applied identically.
general rule, a broad definition of the statutory benefit package can be found at a higher legislative level, mostly delineating the areas of care to be covered. Packages are then determined more concretely by a variety of actors at the regulatory level, centrally or regionally, and usually within each area of care. This results in more or less explicit benefit catalogues, which can consist of recommendations and/or the inclusion or exclusion of specific services. How these catalogues are set up is often related to how countries pay for services in different areas of care (Schreyögg et al. 2005).

The situation in Slovenia

**Breadth of coverage – who is covered?**

The Health Care and Health Insurance Act of 1992 set up the compulsory public insurance scheme in place in Slovenia today. While permanent residence in Slovenia is one of the main factors determining entitlement to health services, Articles 15 to 18 of the Act also delineate other conditions (apart from residence), under which a person is compulsorily insured. The scheme is administered by the Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia (HIIS) for all 25 categories of insured persons delineated in Article 15 of the Act. Their entitlement is defined in a manner that ensures that coverage is virtually universal, with the exception of those individuals whose insurance status is unclear (<1% of the insured population), mostly due to an unclear residence situation (e.g. for commuters, persons who have moved away etc.).

There are different contribution rates for different categories of insured groups, while the National Institute for Employment covers contributions for the unemployed and the state and/or municipalities for individuals without income, prisoners and war veterans. Pensioners do not pay contributions: they are covered by the Pension and Disability Insurance Institute of Slovenia). Proactive steps have been taken by the NIIS in recent years both to monitor the numbers of these persons and to ensure payment of employer contributions into the system. Measures aiming to ensure that small entrepreneurs and self-employed individuals paid their contributions regularly were introduced in 2001 (Article 78a of the Health Care and Health Insurance Act) and included provisions on withholding non-emergency services for non-paying individuals and their co-insured dependents.

Voluntary health insurance is mostly complementary in nature and covered approximately 71% of the total population or approximately 95% of the population who is subject to copayments under the complementary health insurance (CHI) scheme as of December 2014 (Albreht et al. 2016 forthcoming). It is offered by one non-profit and two for-profit insurers. Supplementary health insurance policies are only taken out by a small proportion of the population.

---

2 The specifics on insurance for work-related injury and occupational disease are set out in Articles 16 to 18.

3 An exception to this rule for children, stepchildren, grandchildren, brothers and sisters was instituted in 2011.
**Depth of coverage – what is covered?**

Compulsory health insurance covers all basic risks: (1) illness and injury not connected to work and (2) injury at work or professional illness (Article 13 of the Act). There are almost no differences in benefits between the categories of insured persons; however, some of the benefits foreseen in Article 13 (health services, wage compensation and reimbursement of travel expenses) do not apply to all categories of insured persons. For example, retired people are not entitled to sick-leave benefits, certain self-employed people and farmers are not entitled to reimbursement for travel expenses etc. Services to be covered by compulsory health insurance are broadly defined by the Health Care and Health Insurance Act (Article 23). The Act further stipulates which population groups (children and students up to 26 years of age) and service categories are to be covered in their entirety by insurance (e.g. emergency services; family planning, reproductive and pregnancy-related services; prevention and diagnosis of infectious diseases; mandatory immunization and chemoprophylactic services; and services for a number of pre-specified conditions, nursing care in institutions and at home). By extension, all other services require copayments, which can be paid out-of-pocket or covered by CHI policies.

For the majority of areas of care, the Act does not provide a detailed list of services but mandates that copayment levels for services are determined by the HIIS in agreement with the Government. Thus, the HIIS issues the “Regulation of Compulsory Health Insurance”, which needs to be accepted by the HIIS Assembly and approved by the Minister of Health (see more details on copayment levels in the sub-section on Height of coverage, below). In practice, this means that there are no services which are excluded from public coverage by law; however, certain services, such as cosmetic surgery, can be eliminated in the “Regulation of Compulsory Health Insurance”. A positive list (full coverage), a positive list with up to 30% copayment and an intermediate list (higher copayments required) are in place for pharmaceuticals. The field of medical devices has its own rules (mostly in regulative acts of the HIIS), but there is no national register of medical devices and no national defined way of testing new technology and its quality and effectiveness. This produces many difficulties in defining a basket of medical devices that are directly prescribed to patients and others that are provided by suppliers of health services.

**Height of coverage – how much of the costs are covered?**

As mentioned above, a broad range of services in the Slovenian compulsory insurance system require copayments, which are defined by the HIIS in agreement with the Government. Depending on the specific area of treatment or activity, the shares covered by compulsory health insurance vary from 10% to 90%. For instance, emergency surgery, treatment in the intensive care unit, radiotherapy and dialysis treatments require copayments of maximum 10%, while orthodontic treatment for adults is covered only up to 50% and pharmaceuticals from the intermediate list only up to 10% (in comparison, pharmaceuticals on the positive list may require copayments of up to 30%). There is no explicit set of mandatory criteria that determine when or by how much copayment levels are to be changed. Thus, changes made in coverage rates within the annual iterations of the

---

4 Exceptions are pharmaceuticals and a part of dental care; similar considerations apply to medical devices, for which a full positive list will be set up by July 2017.
Regulation of Compulsory Health Insurance are mostly ad hoc in nature and are usually triggered by the Health Council or are necessitated by budgetary reasons.  

**Consideration of (new) health care technologies for coverage**

Health Technology Assessment (HTA) is not formally established in Slovenia to aid the introduction of new health care technologies into the compulsory health insurance system. Health technologies are usually introduced arbitrarily and, as a result, providers have considerable leeway when providing services, for which they then can then get reimbursed by insurance. This extends to medical devices, including in vitro diagnostics but also assistive devices that are directly prescribed to and acquired by patients. While the field of medical devices has its own rules, set out mostly in regulations issued by the HIIS, there is no national register of medical devices and no defined way of testing new technologies, their quality and effectiveness at the national level.

However, two relevant tracks of evaluation are in place. Pharmaceuticals are systematically evaluated once marketing authorization has been granted in order to be placed on the positive or intermediate list. A Pharmaceutical Reimbursement Commission (“Commission on classification of medicinal products on the list of medicines”) is summoned by the HIIS to provide relevant recommendations, while the final decision for inclusion rests with the HIIS. Effectiveness is the main criterion, but costs and cost-effectiveness are also considered important factors. Relevant experts, usually from the Faculty of Pharmacy at Ljubljana University are responsible for the assessment of scientific evidence in each case. Furthermore, a special protocol to evaluate proposals for the funding of new diagnostics, treatments, procedures and therapies was adopted by the Government. The Health Council at the Ministry of Health assesses these proposals by means of a questionnaire based on HTA principles in an ad hoc manner. Approved proposals are then discussed by the Ministry of Health, the HIIS and health providers and their coverage by compulsory health insurance is negotiated on a yearly basis.

The latter track reflects the general intention of the government to implement the European endorsement of HTA, which was established in Directive 2011/24/EU on patients’ rights to cross-border healthcare. The National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) was formally tasked with participation in the preparation of the expert groundwork for the assessment of health technologies in the context of the European HTA network foreseen by the Directive (Official Gazzette 14/2013, 15.2.2013). Thus, there is now a legal framework for the assessment of high technology, but implementation is ongoing. The NIPH has been involved in the European collaboration platform EUnetHTA since 2010. The Institute of Health Economics is also a partner.

**Benefit basket – main challenges**

- There is no explicit listing of covered services (except in few cases, see above), with the result that providers have substantial latitude in what they can bill to insurance. Thus,
they can deliver services at their discretion and then request additional funding if  
foreseen resources are exceeded. This is attributable to the fact that, due to the legal  
and regulatory groundwork, there is no mechanism that addresses whether new  
services will be covered by compulsory health insurance or not. Shifts in copayment  
levels are not systematically applied (there is no clear, regularly employed triggering  
mechanism) or evidence-based in nature. In the same context there is no mechanism to  
determine which (obsolete) services should be removed from public coverage.

- Thus, the effectiveness and/or cost-effectiveness of different services is not taken into  
account in determining which services are to be covered and to what extent. The need  
to formalize HTA for health technologies other than pharmaceuticals is known and has  
been taken up again in the newest National Health Plan. However, there is as yet no  
consensus as to where a HTA body should be placed or what the exact configuration of  
responsibilities should look like.

- An overhaul of these practices and a more consistent shift towards evidence-based  
decision-making as well as a more detailed, explicit definition of benefits to be covered  
is likely to meet resistance in the Slovenian health care system, both from a political  
viewpoint, as relevant actors do not want to be responsible for rationing health care by  
deciding that certain benefits will not be included and from the provider side, where a  
certain degree of reluctance to upset a system that has been in place for years can be  
expected.

**International experience**

**Determining which services to prioritize for public coverage**

As previously mentioned, what is to be covered is usually decided at two levels. Areas of  
care are determined at a higher (legislative) level, as is the case in Slovenia. Similarities  
across countries can be seen at this level. For example, some areas of care are almost always  
included, such as primary care and acute inpatient care. Others, such as dental care and  
cosmetic surgery, are among the most likely to be excluded. However, the exact range of  
services contained in the benefit package is variable and subject to decision-making at  
regulatory level. The following paragraphs further illustrate the process of defining benefit  
baskets in a range of health care systems, including tax-funded, insurance-based and mixed  
systems. An overview of system characteristics can be found in the Annex Chapter 2, Table 1.

Decision-making processes leading to more explicitly defined packages and the criteria that  
derpin them are system-specific, but a commonality is that they are increasingly adopting  
evidence-based approaches. To name a few examples, the Medicare Benefit Schedule (MBS)  
in Australia is a concrete listing of services subsidized by the government under the national  
Medicare Benefit Scheme. The Health Insurance Act 1973 stipulates that, to be covered,  
services need to be clinically relevant (“generally accepted in the medical profession as  
necessary for the appropriate treatment of the patient”) and listed on the MBS. The  
Government is advised about which services to cover by the Medical Services Advisory  
Committee, which provides independent expert advice on all new and amended MBS  
services regarding their comparative safety, effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and total cost.  
In New Zealand, the National Health Committee (NHC) assesses new interventions submitted  
by the Ministry of Health and national or regional health authorities for public funding. It
uses 11 criteria for evaluation, which fall under the domains of clinical safety and effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, societal & ethical issues, and feasibility of adoption. In the same system, the Pharmaceutical Management Agency (PHARMAC) is responsible for the assessment and prioritization of pharmaceuticals to be included in the national formulary, medical devices and vaccines under the New Zealand Medicines System, which is a subset of the health system. PHARMAC uses nine criteria to assess technologies, which include inter alia availability, clinical benefit and risk, cost-effectiveness, budgetary impact and direct costs, as well as their position within government health priorities.

In the Netherlands, the government defines a list of ‘essential’ benefits, which health insurers are legally required to provide, based on recommendations from the National Health Care Institute (Zorginstituut Nederland). As a general rule, services that have been found to be effective after evidence-based evaluations are recommended for inclusion. Whereas all pharmaceuticals and medical aids are evaluated, evaluation of other categories (e.g. health services, technologies, products) must be requested by a letter from a stakeholder. The Zorginstituut considers the following four criteria when evaluating a given intervention: Necessity (severity of condition and ability of patients to pay for treatment themselves), efficacy, cost-effectiveness and feasibility (including sustainability considerations). Insurers have important leeway in contracting care and as a result, differences occur between insurers in the content of contracted care benefits.

In Germany, the Federal Joint Committee (Gemeinsamer Bundesausschuss, G-BA) issues directives determining or modifying the explicit benefit catalogue of the statutory health insurance funds, thus specifying which services are to be reimbursed. The general approach towards coverage is different based on the level of care: in inpatient care, services can be offered (and reimbursed) unless explicitly excluded by the G-BA (Verbotsvorbehalt); in ambulatory care they need to be explicitly included in the benefit package to be reimbursed (Erlaubnisvorbehalt). Decisions in both cases are based on the principles of diagnostic or therapeutic benefit, medical necessity, and cost-effectiveness. The G-BA is supported in the scientific assessment of the evidence on medical benefit by the Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG), an independent institute founded in 2004. While all three criteria are considered in each case, it is mainly (added) benefit that determines inclusion or exclusion from the lists.

In systems with less explicit benefit packages, different approaches to priority-setting for health care are in place. With the goal of promoting “appropriate, necessary and efficient” care, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in England issues guidance on clinically effective treatments to be provided by the NHS and appraises health technologies with regard to their efficacy and cost-effectiveness. Technologies that are positively evaluated are made available by the NHS; final decision-making power rests with National Health Service (NHS) Trusts in England and NHS Boards in Scotland. Explicit rationing or prioritization have been largely rejected in the NHS context; however, NICE does employ a concrete threshold when deciding on a technology's cost-effectiveness, ranging between £20,000-30,000 per QALY gained. Nevertheless, final NICE decisions are not only based on comparative cost-effectiveness but rather include other considerations, such as fair distribution of resources. Finally, NICE can recommend that use of an intervention is restricted to a particular group of people within the population only if there is clear evidence
about increased effectiveness in this subgroup, or there are other reasons relating to fairness in society or relevant legal requirements.

Norway does not have an explicit list of approved benefits for statutory coverage. Parliament decides about the areas of care to be covered under the publicly funded system along with criteria for cost-sharing and its caps. The necessity of certain treatments, for example elective surgery, is to be determined by the treating physician before they qualify for public reimbursement. While the range (and budget) of services is set at municipal level, some prioritized services, such as paediatric care, are mandatory for all municipalities. Priority-setting criteria (severity of condition, effectiveness, cost-effectiveness) are used differently for different types of service categories. There is neither an official QALY valuation nor a set threshold value for cost-effectiveness decisions; however, certain set amounts are sometimes used for comparisons or estimations (e.g. NOK 500 000 - or US$ 60 355 - per QALY gained). The Norwegian Knowledge Centre for the Health Services (NOKC) carries out economic evaluations of interventions on behalf of the Ministry of Health and Care Services, the health trusts, the Norwegian Directorate of Health, the Norwegian Medicines Agency and the National Council for Priority Setting in Health Care.

Similarly, covered services in the Swedish system vary across the country, due to the decentralized nature of financing and provision. Decisions on what care to prioritize given a finite health care budget rest on guidelines adopted by the Swedish Parliament (Riksdag) in 1997 (in the bill “Priority Setting in Healthcare” 1996/97:60). The bill introduced the so-called “ethics platform” upon recommendation of the Parliamentary Priorities Commission. The platform is based on the principles of human dignity, need and solidarity, and cost-effectiveness in descending order of significance. The National Model for Transparent Prioritisation in Swedish Health Care (last revised in 2011) is based on those principles and is meant for prioritization decisions by all types of publicly funded health care providers, within county councils, municipalities and privately managed health care.

In the United States, benefit packages in private insurance vary by insurer and insurance type, but typically include at least inpatient and outpatient hospital care and physician services. Coverage and service reimbursement largely depends on what providers deem “medically necessary”. The statutory schemes, Medicare and Medicaid, both insure different groups of individuals and benefit packages vary within the programs for each group. Medicare, a federal program, covers hospital and outpatient care as well as outpatient prescription medications but largely excludes dental and long-term care services. Its coverage requires relatively high cost-sharing; as a result, many citizens covered under the programme take out complementary health insurance policies and incur high direct expenses. While Medicaid has a centrally determined list of mandatory services to be covered, lower cost-sharing ratios as well as a more flexible exemption scheme, States, who are co-funding the scheme, are allowed to apply restrictions to the volume of services covered (e.g. number of visits per year). Coverage is therefore variable across its three dimensions both between and within groups of insured persons.

As perhaps expected, the definition of depth of coverage is complex and variable across countries. Interestingly, a group of core criteria seems to be similar across countries – namely that services need to be necessary and effective with a certain consideration of
costs. This reflects the recognition that, when the full range cannot be covered, there is merit to first eliminating those services that do not bring (added) value.

**Setup of formal Health Technology Assessment tracks**

Health Technology Assessment (HTA) is “a multidisciplinary process that summarises information about the medical, social, economic and ethical issues related to the use of a health technology in a systematic, transparent, unbiased and robust manner. Its aim is to inform the formulation of safe, effective, health policies that are patient focused and seek to achieve best value” (EUnetHTA). HTA is used as a policy-informing tool, most frequently in connection to coverage decisions involving the pricing and reimbursement of health technologies, such as pharmaceuticals and medical devices.

The seed for today’s HTAs was planted in the 1970s in the USA, as a result of discussions around the diffuse and inefficient use of new medical technologies. Since then, HTA has become a well-rooted approach in many European countries, albeit for a varying range of health technologies (Table 2.1). Thus, while pharmaceutical reimbursement decisions incorporate some version of evidence assessment in almost all health systems, many countries have expanded the scope of HTA for coverage decision-making to include medical devices and procedures but also public health interventions and rehabilitation services. The extent to which evidence-based recommendations based on HTA influence the inclusion of these technologies into the benefit basket varies: while in some cases they are directly linked to coverage decision-making (e.g. Germany or United Kingdom, see above) in others they can be intended as a foundation for different levels of decision-making (e.g. Austria).

**Table 2.1: Technologies subject to HTA in emerging settings (ADVANCE_HTA project, unpublished evidence)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technologies</th>
<th>SK</th>
<th>LV</th>
<th>GR</th>
<th>PL</th>
<th>CZ</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>LT</th>
<th>RU</th>
<th>EE</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>BU</th>
<th>HU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals (include vaccines and other biological products)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical devices (include diagnostic products)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical procedures</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-health technologies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health interventions</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X(a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: (a) National and Local Government Health Care Programs

There are different types of institutions conducting HTA (see Annex Chapter 2, Table 2; this is also evident in the composition of the EUnetHTA partner pool), spanning health authorities, national institutes, social insurance institutions, academic research centres or foundations and regional governments. The main distinction is to be made between those bodies producing reports to advise the decision-making process and those directly responsible for regulation of health technologies. In other words, some agencies only collect and synthesize available evidence on technologies, while the evidence appraisal and final decision is left to
other bodies, while in other cases these steps are taken by different units within the same institution (Figure 2.2). A range of stakeholders can be involved at different points during the evidence-based decision-making process based on HTA (see Annex Chapter 2, Tables 3 and 4). Stakeholder participation is crucial both for legitimacy and transparency of decisions made.

**Fig. 2.2: Elements of system characteristics and HTA process for new pharmaceuticals in European health care systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Process Archetypes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC (CYP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCPE (IRE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGEPS (SPA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOH DTC (MAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFARMED (POR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>I</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEK (AUS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INAMI (BEL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQWIG (GER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONTA (HUN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHTAPol (POL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAS (FRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFH (NET)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDC (SWZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM (EST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoH (ROM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZZZS (SVN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>X</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External HTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source</strong>: Allen et al. 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Note</strong>: Institutions per country are explained in Annex 2.1, Table 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abbreviations</strong>: AP = appraisal; CB = coverage body; EV = economic value; HTA = health technology assessment; REG = regulator (for market access); TV = therapeutic value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In CEE countries examined in recent research (Gulacsi et al. 2014) important steps towards institutionalization of evidence-based coverage decisions have taken place in recent years (see also Annex Chapter 2, Table 5). The use of HTA has been embedded in the Law in several countries (e.g. Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania), but the importance of HTA bodies and for HTA results in decision-making varies. All medical services claiming statutory
reimbursement are subject to HTA in several CEE countries. As is the case in many contexts where HTA is newly institutionalized, assessments and economic evaluations from countries where the concept is well established are often considered for evaluation. De novo analyses are rarer (Hungarian and Polish HTAs have included some in recent years). All five CEE countries had limited professional capacities for HTA work, despite knowledgeable researchers and civil servants being available, while commissioning professionals from other countries to help with evaluations is not unheard of. It is therefore suggested that HTA professionals in CEE countries form their own community – in addition to those at the European and international level – to enable both a more targeted support network and more localized collaboration as well as the more in-depth establishment of HTA overall.

Ultimately, it is the will on behalf of decision-makers, be it payers or politicians, to really take HTA results into account that is the deciding factor regarding the extent to which institutionalization of HTA is effective and worthwhile. Legal and/or regulatory embeddedness are crucial steps but the implementation of relevant provisions additionally requires a change of culture among decision-makers at all levels in the health care system. Recent anecdotal evidence from Austria suggests that HTA results, regardless of their robustness and relevance, are wasted as long as the political will for implementation and for shouldering difficult decisions when health technologies have no (added) value is lacking.

Conclusions

In view of the main challenges facing the Slovenian health system regarding its benefit basket illustrated above, international evidence, as well as best practice recommendations, (see Annex Chapter 2, Table 6) encourage the following considerations:

- A clear mechanism to determine which (new) benefits are to be covered by compulsory health insurance needs to be established in a manner that includes all types of services and health technologies, such as medical devices. Health Technology Assessment has already been recognized as a well-suited tool for this purpose. Its implementation would not only reduce inefficiencies and waste but also support best care for patients. Slovenia already has some experience with evidence-based approaches which should be expanded and built upon. The legal mandate to consider resulting recommendations should be expanded.

- While there is no international “must” about the type of body to be entrusted with HTA work, it is clear that it should be independent of financial interests and therefore exclusively in the non-for-profit domain. Selecting the topics for assessment, evaluation of the evidence and final decision-making for the benefit basket will in all likelihood fall different actors, therefore a clear, explicit and regulated delineation of responsibilities is required. In this context, the distinction between marketing authorization of health technologies or registration of procedures, for which evidence on safety and quality is usually sufficient and the evaluation of benefit and value which is important for coverage decision-making should also be considered.

- Clear criteria need to be established, be it in regulation or at the institutional level, which will guide evaluations. Traditionally, effectiveness, safety and costs (or cost-
effectiveness) are the ones most frequently employed. From a methodological perspective, experience can be drawn through collaborating with more experienced countries, for example in the context of EUnetHTA.

- Political will is paramount if evidence-based approaches are to be implemented to boost quality and efficiency, as they may lead to the conclusion that services should not be covered by the social security system. This may be somewhat mitigated if coverage decisions are taken transparently and the reasoning behind them is made clear and readily accessible. Stakeholder involvement is vital in this respect.
References
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## Annex Chapter 2, Table 1: Overview of coverage dimensions in 8 high-income countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Structural level of statutory scheme</th>
<th>Who is entitled?</th>
<th>Main services requiring cost-sharing</th>
<th>Size of copayments</th>
<th>Financial protection</th>
<th>VHI types</th>
<th>% population with VHI</th>
<th>% of VHI out of THE</th>
<th>% of OOP in THE</th>
<th>% barrier due to cost (2013)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Centralized (regionally administered)</td>
<td>Citizens, permanent residents, certain visa holders</td>
<td>1) outpatient visits 2) outpatient drugs 3) (some) public and mental health services</td>
<td>1) 0-15% 2) fixed ($24 per item) 3) variable</td>
<td>Reduced copayments for vulnerable groups; copayments for services and drugs capped annually</td>
<td>Supplementary Complementary</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>8.3% (2011)</td>
<td>17.8% (2012)</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>1) outpatient drugs 2) dental care</td>
<td>1) 12$ per prescription item 2) up to 315 per dental treatment</td>
<td>Exemptions and reduced copayments for certain population groups</td>
<td>Supplementary</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>2.7% (2012)</td>
<td>9% (UK) (2012)</td>
<td>4% (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Centralized (sickness funds)</td>
<td>Legal residents</td>
<td>1) outpatient drugs 2) medical aids 3) hospital/ rehabilitation days 4) dental care</td>
<td>1) 6.5-13$ per prescription item 2) variable 3) 13$ per hospital day (first 28 days)</td>
<td>2% of household income (1% for chronic patients)</td>
<td>Substitutive Complementary Supplementary</td>
<td>11% with primary VHI (2011)</td>
<td>9.3% (2012)</td>
<td>12.9 (2013)</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Devolved</td>
<td>Permanent residents</td>
<td>1) GP visits 2) outpatient drugs</td>
<td>1) 10-27$ per visit 2) 3.4$ per item (up to 20 items per year)</td>
<td>Additional provisions for vulnerable groups</td>
<td>Supplementary Complementary</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>4.8% (2011)</td>
<td>10.9% (2011)</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>System Type</td>
<td>Eligibility</td>
<td>Covered Services</td>
<td>Cost Sharing</td>
<td>Exemptions/Allowances</td>
<td>Complementary Coverage</td>
<td>Primary Coverage</td>
<td>Supplementary Coverage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td>Permanent residents</td>
<td>1) GP visits 2) specialist visits 3) outpatient drugs 4) diagn. tests 5) physio 6) dental care</td>
<td>1) $16-$25 2) $35-$40 3) up to $57 per prescription 4) $25 and $6 resp. 5) $6 variable</td>
<td>Annual caps (e.g. $234 for physician services in 2014) Exemptions (vuln. groups) Tax deductions (chronic patients)</td>
<td>Supplementary 7% (2013)</td>
<td>0.7% (2011)</td>
<td>15% (2012) 10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
<td>Legal residents</td>
<td>1) GP visits 2) specialist visits 3) hospital days 4) prescription drugs 5) dental care</td>
<td>1) $14-$34 2) $23-$40 3) $10-$11 4) $4-$5 Varies depending on accrued co-payment</td>
<td>Annual caps (e.g. $126 for visits and $252 for drugs)</td>
<td>Supplementary 5% (2014)</td>
<td>0.3% (2012)</td>
<td>16.5% (2012) 6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Centralized (health insurers)</td>
<td>Residents, tax-payers living abroad</td>
<td>1) physio 2) dental care 3) some drugs and medical aids</td>
<td>mandatory deductible of $436 per year</td>
<td>Exemptions and allowances for certain groups</td>
<td>Complementary Supplementary 85% complementary (2013)</td>
<td>7.8% (2010)</td>
<td>11.9% (2011) 22%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States (2013)</td>
<td>Centralized (Medicare &amp; Medicaid)</td>
<td>Residents (34% covered by public programs in 2013)</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Primary (employer-based, individual) Supplementary for adults over 65 years</td>
<td>64% (primary in 2013)</td>
<td>33.4% (2012)</td>
<td>12% (2013) 37%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Mossialos et al. 2014, The Commonwealth Fund 2014
Notes: VHI - Voluntary health insurance; THE – Total health expenditure; OOP – out-of-pocket payments;
## Annex Chapter 2, Table 2: Institutions responsible for HTA activities in emerging settings (ADVANCE_HTA project, unpublished evidence)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Albania          | Medical Devices Management Sector National Centre of Quality, Safety and Accreditation of Health Institutions (NCQSA)  
|                  | Reimbursement Department (Departamenti i Rimbursimit/DR/RD) at HII in collaboration with Pharmaceutical Director-ate in MSH (Drejtoria Farmaceutike/DF) are responsible for pharmaceuticals reimbursement.  
|                  | [no formal process of HTA]                                                                                                                   |
| Belarus          | Republican Scientific and Practical Centre for Medical Technologies, Informatization, Administration and Management of Health. [no formal process of HTA] |
| Bosnia-Herzegovina | Evidence on the therapeutic benefits and the economic impacts of medicines are assessed by the Medicines Committee. Criteria for reimbursement are defined by the HIF  
|                  | [no formal process of HTA]                                                                                                                   |
| Bulgaria         | National Council on prices and reimbursement of medicinal products (NCPR) is responsible for assessment, appraisal and reimbursement.          |
| Croatia          | Agency for Quality and Accreditation in Health Care and Social Welfare is responsible for assessment.  
|                  | Croatian Institute for Health Insurance (CIHI) ("Drug Committee" and "Medical Devices Committee") is responsible for appraisal.              |
| Cyprus           | Drug committee is responsible for assessment, appraisal and decision of reimbursement of medical products.                                   |
| Czech Republic   | Marketing authorization holder (MAH) is responsible to assessment. State Institute of Drug Control (SÜKL) is responsible for appraisal          |
| Estonia          | Estonian Heath Insurance Fund is responsible for appraisal. The assessment is based on information submitted by applicant. [no formal process of HTA] |
| Greece           | National Drug Organization (EOF) in collaboration with the National Organisation for the Provision of Healthcare Services of Greece (EOPYY) are responsible for assessment and appraisal process.  
|                  | [no formal process of HTA]                                                                                                                   |
| Hungary          | Technology Appraisal Head Department (TAHD) in the National Institute for Quality and Organisational Development in Healthcare and medicines (THAD – GYEMSZI TEI-) is responsible for assessment and appraisal. |
| Kosovo           | [no formal process of HTA]                                                                                                                   |
| Latvia           | Centre of Health Economics (CHE) within the NHS is responsible for assessment and appraisal                                                |
| Lithuania        | State Health Care Accreditation Agency (VASPVT) perform assessment of medical device. Diseases, Pharmaceuticals and Medical aids Reimbursement commission and National Health Insurance Fund are responsible for appraisal of pharmaceutical products. Most information is provided by applicant company, and usually no additional analysis is carried out. |
| Macedonia        | MoH, Bureau for Medicines, Committee for MAH                                                                                                  |
| Moldova          | Medicine Agency                                                                                                                             |
| Montenegro       | MoH                                                                                                                                         |
| Poland           | Agency for Polish Health Technology Assessment (AHTAPol –AOTM-) is responsible for                                                                 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Institution/Process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>MoH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[no formal process of HTA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Department of the Establishment for Higher and Continuous Education for Civil Servants founded by the Presidential Administration (RANE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>National Health insurance fund (RZZO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[no formal process of HTA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>Working Group for Pharmacoeconomics, Clinical Outcomes and HTA of the MoH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>Slovenia Health Insurance Institute (ZZS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[no formal process of HTA]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>General Directorate of Health Research (Sağlık Araştırmaları Genel Müdürlüğü or SAGEM), the Drugs and Medical Devices Agency (Türkiye İlaç ve Tibbi Cihaz Kurumu or TİTÇK) and the Social Security Institution (Sosyal Güvenlik Kurumu or SGK).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical and Economic Evaluation Committee (MEEC) is responsible for assessment. Reimbursement Comission (RC) is responsible for appraisal and final decision. (Social Security Institution -SGK-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Ukraine Agency of Health Technology assessment (UAOTZ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex Chapter 2, Table 3: Key for Figure 2.2 (pharmaceutical coverage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>BASG/AGES</td>
<td>HEK</td>
<td>HYB</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FPSSS</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>APM/IPASSG</td>
<td>CTG/CRM</td>
<td>PDL</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>BDA</td>
<td>Positive Drug list committee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>Drug Council</td>
<td>Drug Committee (DC)</td>
<td>Minister of Health</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>SUKL</td>
<td>NICE</td>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>DKMA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of Social Affairs</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>MIRH</td>
<td></td>
<td>G-BA</td>
<td>2481 (UK)</td>
<td>2250 (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>SAM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of Social Security, Ministry of Health &amp; Social Solidarity</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>FIMA</td>
<td>HILA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>APSSAP</td>
<td>HAS</td>
<td>UNCAM</td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>2214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>BfArM</td>
<td>IQWIG</td>
<td>G-BA</td>
<td>3629</td>
<td>3085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>EGF</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minister of Labour &amp; Social Security, Minister of Health &amp; Social Solidarity</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>OGYI</td>
<td>ESRI</td>
<td>OEP</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>INA</td>
<td>IMPRC</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>IMB</td>
<td>NCPE</td>
<td>HSE</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>AIFR</td>
<td></td>
<td>AIFA &amp; regional governments</td>
<td>2446</td>
<td>1822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>VAZ</td>
<td>CHE</td>
<td>Department of Health and Accident Insurance</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>Department of Medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td>Department of Health and Accident Insurance</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>VVKT</td>
<td>Reimbursement Committee</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of Social Security</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>Medicine Authority</td>
<td>Ministry of Health, the Elderly and Community Care</td>
<td>Ministry of Health, the Elderly and Community Care</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>CBG/MEB</td>
<td>CFH</td>
<td>VNS</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>NMDA</td>
<td>AHTAPol</td>
<td>MZ</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>UPLP</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minister of Health</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>1766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>INAFARMEDE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>ANMMDM</td>
<td>SMC</td>
<td>Ministry of Health (MoH)</td>
<td>2481 (UK)</td>
<td>2250 (UK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>MIRHA</td>
<td>SMC &amp; area drugs and therapeutics committee (RHP)</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>SUKL</td>
<td>Categorisation Committee (CC)</td>
<td>Minister of Health</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>JAZZM</td>
<td>ZZZS</td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>AEMPS</td>
<td>DGFPS</td>
<td></td>
<td>1537</td>
<td>1411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>MFA/NAM</td>
<td>TEL/ELIN</td>
<td></td>
<td>572</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Swissmedic</td>
<td>FDC</td>
<td>BAG/OFSP</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>MIRHA</td>
<td>AWNG</td>
<td>Minister of Health</td>
<td>2481 (UK)</td>
<td>2250 (UK)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table lists the agencies that perform each of the three core functions evaluated in this study: Regulator, HTA and Coverage body decision maker. The table also provides the population, GDP and PPP per GDP for each nation.

Source: Allen et al. 2013
Annex Chapter 2, Table 4: Stakeholder involvement in HTA in emerging settings (ADVANCE_HTA project, unpublished evidence)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SK</th>
<th>LV</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>CZ</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>LT</th>
<th>RU</th>
<th>EE</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>BU</th>
<th>HU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the HTA organization involve stakeholders in its activities?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the HTA organization encourage or require submissions of evidence from stakeholders?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>depends on the HTA process</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the HTA organization allow stakeholders to comment on HTA at the draft stage?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>depends on the HTA process</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does the HTA organization allow stakeholders to appeal against recommendations/decisions?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unsure</td>
<td>No, Unsure</td>
<td>depends on the HTA process</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the decision-making process (including the rationale behind technology reimbursement decisions) open to public scrutiny?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (a)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: (a) Only HTA process is partially open (“confidential” information may be hidden by applicant, which sometimes amounts to a huge part of HTA analysis)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annex Chapter 2, Table 5: Characteristics of national HTA schemes in five CEE countries</th>
<th>1. Formalization and institutionalization</th>
<th>2. Standardization</th>
<th>3. Execution</th>
<th>4. Further professionalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poland</strong></td>
<td><strong>Czech Republic</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hungary</strong></td>
<td><strong>Romania</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bulgaria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal enforcement of HTA</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organization embedding</strong></td>
<td>AHTAPol</td>
<td>No HTA body; SÚKL</td>
<td>MoH, TAHD</td>
<td>MoH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human resource capacity (HTA)</strong></td>
<td>60 People</td>
<td>No HTA specialists</td>
<td>12–14 People</td>
<td>2 People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technologies assessed</strong></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals, medical devices and all other medical services claiming public funds</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals, medical devices, hospital medical technologies</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals, medical devices, medical imaging technologies, and all other medical services claiming public funds</td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals, medical devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Official HTA guideline development</strong></td>
<td>AHTAPol</td>
<td>SÚKL</td>
<td>TAHD (MoH)</td>
<td>IHTA unit (MoH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic evaluations</strong></td>
<td>CEA/CUA/BIA</td>
<td>CEA/CUA</td>
<td>CEA/CUE/BIA</td>
<td>CEA/CUE/BIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local data requirements</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Criteria for positive recommendations</strong></td>
<td>Efficacy, safety, ICER less than 3 × GDP/capita, BIA and risk of off-label use</td>
<td>Efficacy, safety, ICER less than 2–3 × GDP/capita, BIA</td>
<td>HAS, NiCE/SMC/AWMSG recommendation, reimbursement status in EU, relative efficacy and safety, PRO</td>
<td>Expert opinion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public health priorities</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public health priorities linked to decision making</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes for hospital medical technology</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application fee</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National/regional HTA process</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of decisions</strong></td>
<td>870</td>
<td>Na^b</td>
<td>997 (2004–2010) and 250 between 2010 and 2013</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of decisions on drugs</strong></td>
<td>742</td>
<td>Na^b</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of positive decisions on drugs</strong></td>
<td>547</td>
<td>Na^b</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Published appraisals</strong></td>
<td>870</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

^a Professionals responsible for HTA

^b SÚKL’s decisions are mandatory for any change of P&R for all pharmaceuticals

Source: Gulacsi et al. 2014
### Annex Chapter 2, Table 6: Drummond’s key principles for national HTA programmes


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The goal and scope of the HTA should be explicit and relevant to its use</td>
<td>The HTA process should involve multidisciplinary stakeholders and a clear definition of the questions to be addressed by the assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The HTA should be an unbiased and transparent exercise</td>
<td>Optimally, the HTA process is transparent and conducted independently of the group responsible for payment/reimbursement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The HTA should include all relevant technologies</td>
<td>All relevant technologies should be considered in order to avoid inaccuracy and distortion of the assessment and allocation of resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. A clear system for setting priorities for HTA should exist</td>
<td>It is important to understand how technologies are selected and prioritized in order to determine the potential bias associated with situations where only select technologies are evaluated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The HTA should incorporate appropriate methods for assessing costs and benefits</td>
<td>Appropriate guidelines and systematic approaches to evidence synthesis and analysis during an HTA review is important, particularly when more complex statistical and methodological techniques are used to address gaps in the available data for a technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. HTAs should consider a wide range of evidence and outcomes</td>
<td>In order to ensure that multiple stakeholder views (ie, clinical, economic, societal) are accounted for in the assessment, it is important to consider a wide range of evidence and outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. A full societal perspective should be considered when undertaking HTAs</td>
<td>Utilizing narrowly defined perspectives for HTA may distort clinical decision-making and policy regarding new technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. HTAs should explicitly characterize uncertainty surrounding estimates</td>
<td>It is essential to use sensitivity analyses to understand the robustness of cost-effectiveness results and to describe the uncertainty surrounding results explicitly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. HTAs should consider and address issues of generalizability and transferability</td>
<td>The generalizability and transferability of data in HTAs is increasingly relevant as health care becomes more globalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Those conducting HTAs should actively engage all key stakeholder groups</td>
<td>Key stakeholders should be actively engaged by those conducting HTAs in order to understand stakeholder perspectives at various stages of the HTA process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Those undertaking HTAs should actively seek all available data</td>
<td>All relevant data, both confidential (such as provided by industry sponsors) and publicly available, should be sought when conducting the HTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. The implementation of HTA findings needs to be monitored</td>
<td>The outcome of HTA decisions may indicate whether the HTA exercise is in fact useful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. HTAs should be conducted in a timely manner</td>
<td>While the timing of HTAs is important, long-term data are generally unavailable when a new technology is approved; a growing trend appears to allow conditional reimbursement until adequate data are available for thorough assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. HTA findings need to be communicated appropriately to different decision-makers</td>
<td>HTA results should be specifically tailored to various users of the information, such as physicians, specialists, and health economists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. The link between HTA findings and decision-making processes needs to be transparent and clearly defined</td>
<td>It is important to separate the assessment itself from the actual decision-making in order to avoid issues of equity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 3
The purchasing process

Introduction

Strategic purchasing, or active purchasing, in contrast to passive purchasing (e.g., use of historical budgets), is often seen as the main instrument for promoting efficiency in the use of health funds. It should promote quality and efficiency by among others examining actual health needs and their regional variations, the interventions and services that best meet these needs, and how these interventions and services should be purchased or provided while taking into account the availability of providers and their quality (Preker et al. 2007).

This chapter focuses on how the purchasing process is regulated and planned in Slovenia. Although payment methods and benefit setting can be seen as an integral part of purchasing, they will be discussed in more detail in different sections. In the next sections the purchasing process will be analysed and main problems identified. Moreover, international best practice and experience will be examined that may provide solutions or possible reform trajectories to overcome the problems encountered in Slovenia.

The situation in Slovenia

The purchasing process in Slovenia is regulated by the 1992 Health Care and Health Insurance Act and further outlined in three key hierarchical documents. From top to bottom, these include (1) the national health plan, which constitutes the overall planning document of the Slovenian health system, (2) the General Agreement (GA), which is a framework contract between partners, and (3) the individual provider contracts. The latter two documents jointly lay down the most important allocation mechanism for compulsory health insurance funds collected by the Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia (HIIS).

The National Health Plan

According to the Health Care and Health Insurance Act, a national health care plan should be accepted by Ministry of health (and approved by the Parliament). It does not specify a particular duration for the plan. Relating to the purchasing of health services, this plan should define a basic public provider network that meets the health needs of the population, roles and responsibilities as well as aims and targets of the health system. However, such a plan was only approved twice in the period 1992-2014. Even when it was accepted it did not provide concrete and feasible definitions for a public network of providers, classification of hospitals, the health care measures to be implemented, priorities, projections or overall health gain targets. Instead, Slovenia has a public network that is largely based on historically developed supply factors, which have led to large disparities in the distribution of providers and health professionals. The last Resolution on a national health plan was approved for the period 2008-2013 but due to unclearly defined
content, the plan cannot be used as a planning document for the involved stakeholders and their activities. As such, the current plan has no concrete meaning. A new draft plan is currently under discussion, but has not been approved yet.

The health plan does not clearly define roles and responsibilities for all stakeholders in terms of (1) who should be involved, (2) what is their responsibility in terms of planning/purchasing and for which area of the health system, and (3) how the planning and purchasing process should take place in terms of methodology and approach. According to their respective missions, the National Institute of Public Health (NIPH) and the Ministry of Health (MoH) should prepare materials for drafting and discussing the plan while other public institutions should collaborate if it pertains their field of expertise. For example, the content in the health plan that relates to purchasing and financing of health services should be prepared in cooperation with the Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia (HIIS). However, in absence of a clearly defined process to draft a health plan, the contributions of the stakeholders do not come to full fruition and the eventual health plan cannot be used as a solid basis on which to build the negotiating and purchasing process.

The General Agreement (GA)
Apart from requiring a national health plan, the Health Care and Health Insurance Act also outlines the negotiating and purchasing process through yearly GAs. Interestingly, no changes or amendments have occurred in this part of the law since 1992. The GA seeks to reconcile the different proposals and interests between partners within the available funds and stipulates which services, scope and price the HIIS is obliged to pay.

The following partners are involved to represent the interests of individual stakeholders:

- The Ministry of Health (it is not clearly defined whose interests it represents: e.g. the Government of the Republic of Slovenia, the ruling coalition, the funder and owner of hospitals, or the electorate);
- HIIS (represents the payers of contributions and health service users);
- Association of Health Institutions of Slovenia (represents public health institutions: hospitals and healthcare centres);
- Medical Chamber of Slovenia (represents concessionaires);
- Slovene Chamber of Pharmacy (represents pharmacies: the public ones and concessionaires);
- Association of Social Institutions of Slovenia (represents social institutions and special social care institutions: both public and concessionaires);
- Community of Organizations for Education of Special Needs Children in the Republic of Slovenia (represents their members);
- Slovenian Spas Association (represents members)

Patient groups are not represented in the GA negotiation, only indirectly through the HIIS, which represents the interest of payers of contributions, which includes insured.

The partners annually have to agree on the terms of the GA. If they do not reach an agreement, arbitration is sought. Should they still fail to agree, the Government of the Republic of Slovenia reaches a decision (prepared by the Ministry of Health). This happens
very frequently. Partners can easily block decisions and stall the process almost indefinitely. Although a final date for concluding contracts is specified (31st March of current year), this is not strictly enforced. There is no explicit protocol with fixed timelines that can be used to enforce faster agreements. Table 3.1 shows a list with a number of controversial issues and the date a decision has been reached. Most issues are about the level of funding and the prices paid. As can be seen in the table, the decisions often follow late in the year for which the GA has to be agreed. In 2008 and 2015 this took place as late as June. Only in 2011 the GA was not late as the partners agreed to the GA of the previous year, while only introducing changes through the annexes.

Obviously, the late agreements lead to a great deal of uncertainty for all stakeholders involved. Health service providers do not know the terms and conditions of operations for the running year and instead receive one twelfth of the funds of the previous GA on a monthly basis. This, combined with the short duration of the GA (one year) hampers their long term planning capability. Also for the HIIS this poses several problems in their planning and undermines the opportunities for an effective purchasing process. Moreover, the HIIS’ financial plan is adopted at the General Meeting of Shareholders of the HIIS, in accordance with the planning of Ministries of Health and Finance and approved by the Government. In accordance with the financial plan, the HIIS then proposes specific solutions in the GA. The fact that the Government as a political authority then passes decisions on which services, scope and prices have to be paid by the HIIS, challenges the HIIS’ autonomy as independent purchaser.

Table 3.1: Numbers of controversial issues and the date a decision has been reached, 2008-2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of controversial GA issues – Government decisions</th>
<th>Date of decision</th>
<th>Number of annexes to GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5. 6. 2008</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>19.02.2009</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>25.03.2010</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29.12.2010</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>29.12.2011</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>24.01.2013</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>23.01.2014</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>24.06.2015</td>
<td>tbc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: HIIS reports, various years
Note: tbc - to be confirmed

The GA serves as a basis for contracts with all providers, i.e. for primary health care (health centres and private medical activities), hospitals, pharmacies, social care institutions and natural health resorts. The GA represents the legal basis for health service provision tenders but also a system of rules on how to arrange the contracting process.

Contracts
The HIIS drafts a strategic planning strategy that should reflect priorities as defined in the national health plan. However, as described above under “National Health Plan”, the
national plan provides few actionable items. In practice, the HIIS thus defines priorities for its purchasing process on the basis of own assessments. After public debate the Strategic development plan of HIIS is accepted by the HIIS assembly consisting of representatives of insured individuals and employers as contributors to the insurance scheme. In 2014 a new strategic developmental program for the period 2014-2019 was adopted (the fourth such program since 1994). However, this program also lacks a clear definition of population needs, roles and responsibilities, purchasing goals, quality targets or protocols. It mostly consists of a financial planning strategy that estimates the sums of available resources for the planned fiscal year.

In the contracting process the HIIS contracts individual health care providers through public tenders. The tender is open to all public and private care providers with a concession to work in the publicly funded system. The HIIS cannot selectively contract individual providers, which means that all public providers receive a contract, as well as those private practices that have a concession to work in the public system. There is no true competition for contracts as a result, although the HIIS has tendered certain (priority) programs, e.g. to increase the volume of services in sectors with lower accessibility/longer waiting times. Concessions are granted by the MoH (for specialist outpatient and inpatient care) or the municipalities (for primary care), are for an indefinite period of time and can be transferred to another person. The decision to give a concession is not strictly regulated or based on overall health system, public health goals or population need.

The content of the contracts is defined in accordance with the GA, and includes:

- **the value** of the contracted health care programme. A detailed financial plan (the value of calculative elements: wages, material costs and amortization) is enclosed to the contract.
- **the volume** of the health care programme as already determined already in the GA
- **prices of health care services.**
- **rules** governing the contractual relationships in carrying out and financing of the programme:
  - invoice, report and settlement timing
  - substitutive doctors in case of absence
  - solving disagreements
  - causes for revoking a contract
  - extra invoiced materials
- **Monitoring efficiency and quality**
- **Auditing**

Although the GA, and thus the contract, contains an item dedicated to monitoring quality, this is nevertheless insufficient, and evidence based clinical pathways and treatment protocols are not included. This is also the result of the fact that guidelines are lacking – even though the Health Services Act requires the development these guidelines. Generally, contracts are unspecific and consist of a few pages followed by large annexes with financial details (budget, reporting etc.). They give the providers great latitude to change their activities because what they have to provide is not stated in detail, while shifting of funds is neither forbidden nor monitored although it has to be officially approved by the MoH.
After concluding the final contracts, which are late due to the late GA, funds are paid prospectively per month, followed by a recalculation at the end of the year. However, not accepting the offered contracts and thereby triggering arbitrary proceedings is a common practice for providers (mostly hospitals) to solve systemic shortcomings outside the provisions of the GA (see Table 3.2). It is commonplace that as early as July, providers start putting pressure on the political system, requesting more funds (generally between 10-20% more). A decision is not reached through a standardized transparent procedure but instead passed by voting and the outcome often depends on the chair of the arbitration procedure (supplied by the Ministry of Health). When extra funds are paid this has to be done by the HIIS even if this was not planned in the GA. This practice is a de facto political intervention that undermines the value of the agreed financial sums in the GA and its enforceability by the HIIS.

Table 3.2: The number of signed contracts and arbitration required in the period 2008-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of contracts – public providers</th>
<th>Number of contracts – private providers</th>
<th>Total contracts</th>
<th>Number of arbitrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>1546</td>
<td>1767</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>1559</td>
<td>1782</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>1566</td>
<td>1789</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1784</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1556</td>
<td>1781</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data provided by the HIIS

The Health Care and Health Insurance Act outlines four different auditing activities in the health care system: (1) internal control, (2) external professional audit, (3) administrative control and (4) financial-administrative control. The latter is the responsibility of the HIIS. Within limited resources, the HIIS regularly audits providers -- but not systematically -- to prevent inappropriate reporting and billing and to check whether other elements of the contract are respected, especially those related to the insured’s access to services. The HIIS is audited each year by the Slovenian Court Of Audit and by other auditing organisations (e.g. the parliamentary committee for the national budget and other public finances). Health care providers are occasionally audited by the Court of Audit. The HIIS does not perform professional control audits, which is the competence of the Medical Chamber of Slovenia as laid out in legislation.

Main problems and challenges

Strategic purchasing should ideally lead to maximized overall health gain from available resources. It should bridge the gap between the planning functions through national plans with the budgetary allocation of resources through an effective purchasing strategy. Currently in Slovenia, many important elements are missing:
1. The National Health Plan lacks key essentials that could be used as a basis for the purchasing process. These include: governance arrangements, concrete and feasible definitions for a public network of providers, an assessment of population needs, clear description of roles and responsibilities herein and concrete priorities and targets.

2. The process leading to the GA (and as a result individual contracts) is slow due to strong disagreement regarding the level of funding, scope and the prices paid. This leads to a great deal of uncertainty. Health service providers do not know the terms and conditions for the running year while the HIIS effectiveness as purchaser is severely hampered.

3. The short duration of the General Agreements hinders the development and monitoring of long-term goals both for the HIIS and the providers. Moreover, they are thus not aligned with the national health care plan targets.

4. If a GA cannot be reached, the Government decides (on the basis of advice by the Ministry of Health). This means that the Government de facto decides which services, scope and prices have to be paid by the HIIS. This affects HIIS’ effectiveness as independent body purchasing on behalf of the people of Slovenia. Furthermore, the Government may have a conflict of interest as it owns all hospitals.

5. Perhaps because guidance from the National Health Plan is lacking, the HIIS defines priorities for its purchasing process on the basis of own assessments. However, this strategic program mostly entails a financial planning strategy and lacks a clear definition of population needs, roles and responsibilities, purchasing goals, quality targets or protocols.

6. The HIIS must contract all public and private providers with a concession to operate in Slovenia. Selective contracting is not allowed. However, concessions are granted by mayors of municipalities and not based on overall health system or public health goals. This undermines the HIIS’ purchasing function.

7. Generally, contracts, in line with the GA, are unspecific and consist of a few pages followed by large annexes with financial details. They do not stipulate in great detail what has to be provided and how, and which evidence based clinical pathways and protocols have to be followed (mainly also because such guidelines are missing). This leaves room for providers to perform activities that may not be in line with population needs.

8. Providers frequently refuse offered contracts and seek arbitration hoping to compensate shortfalls. A decision is passed by voting and the outcome often depends on the chair of the arbitration procedure (from the Ministry of Health). When extra funds have to be paid this is done from the HIIS’ budget. This practice undermines the value of the GA and planning for all health care providers.

9. Patient groups are not represented in the GA negotiation, only indirectly through the HIIS.

10. Control and monitoring systems are lacking. By law required, the HIIS regularly audits providers, but not systematically. More investment, perhaps new bodies, may be needed to check inappropriate reporting and billing as well as contractual obligations, etc.
International experience

The international body of literature and description of national experiences with purchasing processes is relatively limited, especially when compared to individual elements of the purchasing process such as payment mechanisms or benefit setting. This is quite surprising given that strategic purchasing is a main instrument for promoting efficiency in the use of health funds. Today, many countries are seeking to develop the expertise and systems to implement an effective strategic purchasing policy. Countries that have consistently implemented all the elements of an effective purchasing strategy, however, are scarce.

Below, several preconditions for effective purchasing will be discussed that are based on international literature and experience.

Effective stewardship

Broad consensus among analysts and policy-makers exists about the key role of stewardship in ensuring health system effectiveness. Stewardship's main functions include formulating strategic policy directions, generating intelligence, exerting influence through regulation and ensuring accountability (Saltman and Ferroussier-Davis 2000; Travis et al. 2003, Busse et al. 2007).

Formulating health policy is a key function of government stewardship although it has tended to have minimal influence over purchasing decisions (Busse et al. 2007). The following five policy lessons can be drawn from the analysis of the failures, as well as successes, in implementing health targets in several countries (Figueras et al. 2005), which directly apply to Slovenia as well:

- Targets should be realistic but challenging (not the mere projection of trends), transparent, technically and politically plausible, evidence-based, selective and reflective both of health needs and priorities.
- Key stakeholders, particularly the professionals involved in implementation, should be included in setting targets.
- Targets should be supported with evidence for effective implementation policies.
- Sub-national development of targets in combination with national formulation increases the likelihood of their implementation.
- Building targets into performance-management systems, including financial incentives and performance reviews, also facilitates their implementation.

As noted before the current Slovenian National Health Care plan in many instances does not meet these goals. This renders the document ineffective as guiding document for the health system. Combined with the absence of clearly defined roles and responsibilities for the health system, it leads to stakeholders easily dismissing the document.

Clearly, Governments encounter technical, economic, political and cultural barriers that affect their ability and credibility to carry out effective purchasing stewardship (Hunter et al. 2005). In many countries that went through economic transition, the technical and administrative capacity required is lacking. Departments and government bodies with regulatory functions are frequently understaffed and suffer from poor information on the
behaviour of purchasers and providers. Moreover formulating health policies and, setting a regulatory framework, collecting information and monitoring purchasers needs substantial investments, which can pose an economic obstacle.

Lastly, the existence of closed social networks between government officials, purchasers and providers, as well as officials accustomed to command-and-control functions hinder the adoption of effective stewardship (Busse at al. 2007).

Therefore, the National Health Plan drafting process should be carefully revised to ensure a document that can actually steer the health system and hold stakeholders accountable. This would also require an assessment whether expertise and staffing levels are enough to meet the demands to design, regulate, run and monitor an effective purchasing process. This may require substantial (initial) investment, which could lead to painful discussions on financial priorities in Slovenian health care.

**Establishing an integrated regulatory framework**

Until now, efforts in Slovenia to improve purchasing have too often focused on individual elements of a purchasing strategy, particularly on payment methods, as perhaps illustrated by a current push for introducing pay for performance (P4P). However, in order for purchasing to become effective, a broad framework of regulations should be installed that integrates and coordinates the various aspects of cost-effective purchasing and deals with multiple objectives. This includes four main regulatory mechanisms, see Table 3.3.

Perhaps a framework as above could be used to assess the purchasing process on more levels than discussed within the scope of this part of the report. In the next sections, however, focus will be on some of the areas that have been identified as particularly problematic in Slovenia and which mostly relate to regulation of contractual relationships and providers.
Table 3.3: Regulatory purchasing framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulation targeted at</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Citizens' participation and purchasers' accountability | • availability of information from purchasers about access to health services  
• formal participation of citizen representatives on purchasing boards  
• patients' rights legislation stipulating what citizens can expect from purchasers  
• complaint mechanisms |
| Monitoring purchasers' performance | Insurance role  
• guaranteeing equitable and efficient behavior  
• mandatory insurance  
• income-related contributions or community-rated premiums  
Purchasing role  
• ensuring operation within a fixed budget  
• a standardized package of benefits  
• Government participation on purchasing boards. |
| Contractual relationships between providers and purchasers | • framework and rules for collective contracting  
• specifying the roles of the various partners, including purchasers, associations of providers, professional organizations and the government  
• establishing the details of the contracting process, including negotiation and litigation rules.  
• Specific rules and procedures for contracting include requirements for access to information for purchasers and providers as well as the right of purchasers to evaluate the implementation of contractual provisions,  
• quality standards  
• payment-system requirements  
• price regulation via national tariffs by unit of output |
| Providers | • measures affecting strategic planning  
• technology and licensing  
• Certification and accreditation |

Adapted from Figueras et al. 2005, Busse et al. 2007

**Ensuring cost-effective contracting**

Contracts are the main vehicle by which purchasers translate their populations' health needs and desires into the provision of health services. In Slovenia this is mainly facilitated through the General Agreement and the individual contracts. Population health needs or a public network of providers have never been estimated and established, but it could be performed under the planned activities of the National Health Plan.

**Establishing population health need**

Health needs assessment is not routinely carried out in many health systems. Even when it exists, it is not always used for purchasing or used in a systematic fashion. This originates from a lacking public health function in many countries, missing policy capacity, the non-geographically delimited coverage of many purchasers (e.g., social insurance countries with multiple insurers) and missing public health skills in purchasing organizations. This function
seems to work better in national health service (NHS) systems in which coordination or integration between public health and purchasing is more straightforward. At the very least, information should be obtained, where possible, from the growing number of national and local health reports, describing patterns of mortality, morbidity and other health-related measures (Busse at al. 2007).

The set up in Slovenia, with the HIIS as single payer, lends itself quite well for estimating population health needs and using them to good effect. This is in contrast with systems where multiple payers compete and purchase on the same territory. Often these health assessments are done for a particular subcomponent of the health system such as primary care or emergency services. There are not many countries in Europe with resemblance to the Slovenian system that have carried out a system wide health need assessment. Perhaps Estonia, where a revised purchasing strategy is gradually being implemented, could provide a possible trajectory for Slovenia. The Estonian Health Insurance Fund (EHIF), a single purchaser on behalf of 1.4 million people, estimates population need for health services based on historical patient-level service utilization (see Box 3.1). The HIIS has individual patient level data available that should make such estimations possible as well. However, also in Estonia, several challenges remain. The process of establishing actual population need may still be biased towards historical supply factors and future refinements in methodology will be necessary to make better estimates.

**Box 3.1: Estimation of population health needs in Estonia**

The EHIF estimates population need for health services based on historical patient-level service utilization by specialties and by counties but limiting this to −/+10% of the Estonian average. Additionally, some regional characteristics such as population density (regions with higher population density have higher outpatient care shares compared to inpatient care) are included. In practice, high-density regions may be 6% above the Estonian average while low-density regions may be 11% below the Estonian average. Thus if average population need is 100, the variation may range between 90 and 110 in a county with average population density. If the county is high-density, population need may be as high as (100 + 10 + 6 = ) 116, while in a low-density county this number could be as low as (100 − 10 − 11 = ) 79. With this information, the needed levels of service provision are calculated taking into account patient mobility between counties and evaluated against geographical accessibility criteria. These criteria define which services should be available in which location (see Box 3). This results in an estimation of service volumes needed per specialty and county. The EHIF then uses this as a basis for negotiations with hospitals (Habicht et al. 2015).

**Example: Estimating the need for outpatient gastroenterology care in Tartu County**

Using historical patient-level utilization patterns in Estonia adjusted to the Estonian average and adjusted for regional characteristics, the estimated need for outpatient gastroenterology care (a third level specialty thus only available in 4 counties including Tartu) of the population living in Tartu County was 3473 treatment cases in 2014. Of this need, 3376 treatment cases are provided in Tartu County while the rest go to another county. In addition, 2197 treatment cases were provided to patients living in a county that does not have to provide these services and thus have to travel to Tartu County. In total the need for gastroenterology in Tartu County is 5573 (3376 + 2197) treatment cases. The HNDP hospital in Tartu is able to cover 4096 treatment cases (based on historical data and hospitals own assessment), which leaves a remaining need of 1477 treatment cases. An average patient has 1.6 visits, lasting 20 min (1/3 hrs). This means 1477 × 1.6 visits × 1/3 h = 788 h. The optimal workload per one FTE is 225 days × 7 h = 1575 h per year. This implies that the remaining workload is 788/1575 = 0.5 FTE, i.e., the minimum amount for the EHIF to start a public tender (Habicht et al. 2015).
Planning a provider network

To rationalize the provider network, many countries have sought to define a network of (public) providers allowed to operate on its territory with the ultimate aim to restructure and optimize its delivery system. Especially countries with a soviet legacy in their health system inherited bloated hospital sectors and large regional disparities between the numbers of provider and specialties available per population. These are mostly the result of historical supply side and political factors rather than differences in medical need and changing demographics.

Several countries have implemented strategies, to rationalize the provider network. Internationally, the 2007 Danish hospital reform is often used as an example (see Box 3.2). The Danish policy aims to attain the highest quality of care by centralizing specialized interventions into fewer locations. It is based on the assumption that there is a positive correlation between high frequency of a given intervention and the quality of its delivery. This rationale is also reflected in the recent strategic purchasing reform in Estonia (see Box 3.3). It should be noted, however, that a recent systematic review showed that this relationship is so far inconclusive (Mesman et al. 2015). Obviously, concentrating care in fewer locations has other advantages relating to synergy effects and cost. In Slovakia, comprehensive reform in the early 2000s introduced a minimum network requirement which sought to find a middle way between market forces and government control (see Box 3.4).

All cases have in common that they do not rely on a single strategy, but that they are built around two main instruments to rationalise the network: (1) a strict concession and network planning system based on health needs, and (2) (selective) contracting. Currently, the HIIS cannot contract selectively. This reflects the situation in most other countries (exemptions include the Netherlands, Estonia, UK), which use their licensing or concession system to control the network. However, in Slovenia the concession system is not strictly controlled or based on health needs. What is more, there seems quite some scope to rationalise the hospital network in Slovenia, mainly evidenced by a very low acute bed occupancy rate (68.9%) compared to EU15 (75.9) and EU 13 (73.0) (2011) (WHO 2015) and inequities in access. Perhaps the fact that in Slovenia the state is the owner of hospitals could be an advantage, although local communities effectively blocked earlier reform plans. In many other countries plans to restructure hospitals (e.g. mergers, closures, changes in capacity and specialties) often succumbs to local resistance as local governments own hospitals and resist reform (e.g. Lithuania Switzerland, Slovakia).
Box 3.2 The Danish hospital network reform, 2007

The main aims for the Danish reform were cost control (although €3 billion implementation costs have been invested) and the perception that larger catchments areas were needed to support future specialization and to secure structural adjustments. The National Board of Health, a body under the Ministry of Health, envisaged reducing the number of acute care hospitals from around 40 in 2006 to between 20 and 25 in 2015. This was based on the assumption that a catchment area of between 200 000 and 400 000 persons was needed to secure quality and rationalize staffing.

The National Board of Health issued a report in 2007 aimed at guiding the regional planning process of acute care, including prehospital treatment. The report for example suggested the establishment “joint acute wards” at acute care hospitals and the placement of four trauma centres across the country. In these joint acute wards, emergency and acute patient admissions are organized in one ward (Olejaz et al 2012).

The process was managed by the National Board of Health. It may issue binding guidelines on specialty planning. The 2007 Health Act gave the Board the authority to approve or reject applications from health care providers, public or private, to perform specialized treatments or diagnostic procedures. In practice, each region and each private provider submits a specialty plan detailing the placement of different specialized functions (treatment or diagnostic procedures). A total of 1100 different specialized functions has been identified. The specialty planning guidelines are based on reports to an advisory committee from groups of representatives from the relevant medical societies and the regions. The committee then advises the National Board of Health on the distribution of specialized functions. The National Board of Health monitors the functions and has the possibility to revoke approvals (Olejaz et al 2012).

For each clinical medical specialty in the hospital sector and hospital dentistry (family medicine, public health and forensic medicine are not included in the specialty plan), a division is made to group interventions/treatments in basic, regional and highly specialized interventions. Basic interventions take up, on average, 90% of the functions, but this number varies largely. Thoracic surgery, for example, has only highly specialized interventions while geriatrics has none. A guiding principle has been to have regional functions performed at one to three hospitals in each region and highly specialized functions at one to three hospitals in the country. Some diseases are so rare that they cannot be treated or even diagnosed with adequate experience in a small country like Denmark. For these patients there is the possibility of receiving treatment outside the country (Olejaz et al 2012).

One consequence of the process of specialty planning has been a further centralization of specialized functions; this has resulted in the closure of smaller facilities and longer distances for citizens to travel to providers. Despite these issues and popular dissatisfaction, there has been broad political and professional support for the process of speciality planning and the guiding principle of the need for centralization for quality reasons (Olejaz et al 2012).
In Estonia the optimization of the provider network is mostly the result of the interaction between the Hospital Network Development Plan (HNDP, commissioned and adopted by the Ministry of Social Affairs in 2003) and the (selective) purchasing process carried out by the Estonian Health Insurance Fund (EHIF). The 2003 HNDP was defined with financial support from the World Bank and drafted by Swedish consultants and aimed to plan an efficient future hospital network. Among others, it categorized hospitals into regional, central, general and local according to the range of services provided and required that a hospital should be within 60 min travel time by car (70 km). The EHIF is required to contract all HNDP hospitals (19 state- or municipality-owned acute care hospitals working under private law). The negotiation process determines the volume of care these hospitals are allowed to provide in a certain location. HNDP hospitals provide outpatient and inpatient specialist care but also nursing care and some also dental care. The rationale behind this is that these hospitals need to be contracted to guarantee geographical access to a minimum level of specialist care and 24/7 emergency care (Lai et al. 2013). The remainder of care is purchased selectively.

The plan however, did not succeed in overcoming regional disparities and therefore the EHIF has recently started developing its own geographical access criteria, used in its purchasing process. For example, in specialist care, four levels of access were defined for outpatient specialist care, which closely relate to the complexity of the care and disease prevalence (see figure below). The first level includes rare and very complex care that is made accessible in one location in Estonia—Tallinn or Tartu (e.g., organ transplantations). Services at the second level have to be accessible in two locations—Tallinn and Tartu (e.g., oncology, cardiac surgery, neurosurgery, and vascular surgery). At the third level there are services that have to be available in four biggest counties—Tallinn, Pärnu, Tartu and Ida-Viru (e.g., urology, endocrinology, gastroenterology, cardiology, rheumatology, neurology, orthopedics, and pulmonology). The fourth level includes the most common care types and includes specialties that have to be accessible at county level (e.g., general surgery, otorhinolaryngology, ophthalmology, gynecology, dermatovenerology, and psychiatry) (Habicht et al. 2015).
Box 3.4: The Slovak minimum network of providers

A minimum network of providers is set by government regulation and defines the density and structure of health care providers across Slovakia. In primary care, a GP is entitled to a contract as soon as a patient registers with him or her. In ambulatory secondary care, the minimum network is defined as a minimum number of specialists by type in a given region. The health insurance company may contract more capacity if they have enough resources. In inpatient (“tertiary”) care, the minimum network is defined similarly to secondary care. However, the regulation also explicitly states that certain state-owned hospitals must be contracted, even if quality and price do not match those of their competitors. These state-owned hospitals are deemed crucial in guaranteeing geographical accessibility of specialized services (Szalay 2011).

This network is based on calculations of the minimum number of physicians’ posts in outpatient care and a minimum number of hospital beds for each of the eight self-governing regions. Minimum capacities are calculated per capita, but they do not consider specific health care needs of the population and the effective use of resources. Health insurance companies are responsible for maintaining the minimum network. Both selective contracting and the demand of the market should motivate health care providers to adapt to changes in demand. The government can adapt the minimum network requirement and by doing so direct the planning of the health sector. Along with the regulation of minimum technical equipment and personnel requirements of hospitals, this represents a potentially effective tool for health policy planning (Szalay 2011).

Linking contracting with planning

Establishing a purchasing strategy based on meaningful information on health needs is the starting point of the contracting process (Duran et al. 2005). More emphasis should be paid to require the HIIS to develop strategic (long-term, e.g. 3-5 year) and operational (annual) purchasing plans. This will signal the HIIS’ intentions by setting out service requirements, (hard) budget constraints and performance targets. They will also enable providers to produce their own business plans and long-term goals. The contracting cycle continues with purchasers identifying providers, followed by negotiating contracts, reaching agreement through a standardized procedure (within a previously defined timeline) and then managing and monitoring those contracts.

Many countries, among them several among the new Member States have problems finding the appropriate balance between government stewardship and the roles of purchasers and providers in negotiating contracts' main parameters, such as activities (e.g., number of patients treated, surgeries performed), payment methods and selection of providers. In some countries government determines these parameters (Busse et al. 2007). Slovenia is among them, especially in cases when the Ministry has to step in to arbitrate and decides over such issues as services, scope, prices and extra funding. This affects the authority, the autonomy and effectiveness of the HIIS as purchaser. In the UK, legally binding contracts have replaced service level agreements, which means that disputes are no longer subject to resolution by the Secretary of State for Health but could potentially involve resolution through the courts.
Ensuring evidence-based contracts

Part of the rationale for introducing contracts is to implement evidence-based healthcare by incorporating best-practice guidelines. In practice, however, this potential is far from realized internationally. The first step in evidence-based contracting is to ensure that the actual evidence is available to purchasers. Most Western European governments have some form of health technology assessment (HTA) in the form of national agencies, although this is less the case in CEE countries, where HTA is less common (please note that benefit setting is discussed in Chapter 2 of this report).

The second step is to incorporate evidence on interventions and methods of service delivery into workable contracts for specific disease and client groups. This step entails developing treatment guidelines that account for existing practices, the potential for change and the resources required and a broad view of health improvement, including both prevention and treatment options. This is an area of major potential but it is manifestly underdeveloped in most countries (Figuera et al. 2005). One exception is the UK’s NHS standard contracts, which provide a comprehensive framework that can be used to build a health strategy, priority interventions, treatment guidelines and performance targets (see www.england.nhs.uk/nhs-standard-contract/ and www.england.nhs.uk/commissioning/gp-contract/ for primary care).

Many countries develop guidelines with a great deal of variation in quality and use. In Estonia, a project by the World Health Organization (WHO), EHIF, the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Tartu and various experts aimed to harmonize guidelines development in order to raise the level of evidence-based medicine. The main product was the Estonian Handbook for Guidelines Development launched in 2011 (WHO, 2011), and a website where all information about guidelines is collected (www.ravijuhend.ee). A new Guideline Advisory Board, with 12 members including representatives of nurses and patients, was established in 2011 to govern the whole guidelines development process (Lai et al; 2013). In Slovenia, attempts to draft such a handbook have stranded in its early stages.

Promoting quality through contracts

Quality strategies can be pursued in various stages of the purchasing process, including negotiating, monitoring and reviews. Prior to entering into a contract, a purchaser can establish a series of quality requirements and pre-select only those providers who fulfil them. Obviously, this presupposes the possibility to contract selectively which currently is not possible in Slovenia, or more freedom in terms of what services are contracted from which providers. At a minimum, purchasers should contract only with licensed facilities and personnel; purchasers might also set higher standards and contract only with certified personnel and accredited providers. A more effective approach is to specify a series of quality requirements in contracts. These can be enforced through regulations, sanctions and/or payment incentives. There are three main types of quality requirements (Velasco-Garrido et al. 2005):

- Standards of care: mandating providers to use a particular set of clinical guidelines are particularly useful in cases where evidence is sound and uncontroversial (e.g., adherence to diabetes care guidelines).
- Quality assurance initiatives: Clinical governance in the UK is an example.
• Quality targets (process and outcome): Process targets can entail levels of provision or wait times for certain interventions. Outcome targets can use surrogate measures such as blood pressure levels (if clearly correlated with patient-relevant outcomes) or patient-relevant outcome targets such as mortality from certain conditions (e.g., myocardial infarction).

The latter requires availability of a broad set of process and outcome indicators. These are not always available so it may become necessary to improve the data collection process as well. Through contracting, providers can be required to collect such information. However, a first step could be to focus on input factors, as e.g. Estonia is doing (see Table 3.4 for an example) and then gradually add outcome indicators in new contracting cycles. It is worth noting that also in health systems that many consider perhaps more innovative and advanced, development and use of meaningful quality indicators in purchasing as well as other levels of the health system, remain a work in progress (Van der Wees et al. 2013).

Table 3.4: Quality criteria used for specialist care purchasing in Estonia (example for general surgery)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Weight (maximum points)</th>
<th>Maximum points awarded if</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower price</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Price reductions &gt;10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalties</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No penalties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrears of taxes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>No arrears of taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective actions by Health Board</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No corrective actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petitions to the expert commission on quality of care</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>No justified petitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection to E-Health system</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Data submitted to the E-Health system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of accredited doctors</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>All doctors certified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive care provision</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Contract includes outpatient and inpatient care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of surgeons who have been doing surgeries</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&gt;90% of surgeons have performed surgeries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of diagnostic tests and procedures</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Above the average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of doctors working in inpatient care setting</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&gt;90% of doctors working in inpatient setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Workload is 90–100% of optimal workload</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Habicht et al. 2015

Conclusion

To overcome some of the main challenges facing the Slovenian health system regarding its purchasing process, the following actions or reform trajectories can be considered. It has to be borne in mind, however, that any reforms or plans have to build on the particular environment and context in Slovenia and that taking these points forward will require a great deal of investments and work.
1. Carry out a large scale assessment whether the institutional set-up as well as expertise and staffing levels are sufficient to meet the demands to design, regulate, run and monitor an effective purchasing process. This may require substantial investment.
   a. Who should be in charge of vital health system functions such a planning, granting concessions, contracting and monitoring and controlling.
   b. Perhaps new bodies are needed to prevent a conflict of interest.
2. Improve the National Health Plan and the Health Care and Health Insurance Act to ensure a planning document as well as an accompanying law that can be used to hold stakeholders accountable. This should include clear description of roles and responsibilities in the drafting of a public network of providers, an assessment of population needs, as well as concrete priorities and targets. Perhaps as part of the activities to be performed under the health plan/ Health Care and Health Insurance Act:
   a. As a first step, population health need could be assessed using patient level data from HIIS.
   b. Setting up a public network of providers, which requires a strict centralized concession system based on health need and perhaps more flexibility in contracting (e.g. selective contracting).
3. The GA and contract negotiations need to be concluded within a predefined timeline to strengthen the role of the purchaser and provide clarity to providers. Perhaps options to delay and appeal could be constrained.
4. The duration of the GA and contracts should be revised. The HIIS should be required by law to develop strategic (long-term, e.g. 3-5 year) and operational (annual) purchasing plans in line with the National Health Plan. This will also enable providers to produce their own business plans and long-term goals.
5. In general, content of the contracts should be made much more specific and include what services have to be provided and within how much time, quality assurance mechanisms and indicators, and which evidence based clinical guidelines have to be followed. Examples of detailed contracts are readily available from the internet (e.g. NHS standard contracts).
6. Restart the process to develop clinical guidelines to be used for purchasing in Slovenia and explore the availability of external funding.
7. Strengthen the purchasing role of the HIIS as independent body purchasing on behalf of the people of Slovenia.
   a. Define competences vis-à-vis the Ministry of Health and the Government
   b. Reassess the government’s role in arbitration with regard to the GA and contracts.
   c. Explore putting in place an arbitration system through the judicial system or another independent body (e.g. ombudsman)
   d. Consider the introduction of selective contracting
   e. Introduce hard budget constraints enforced by the HIIS.
8. Consider including patient groups in the GA negotiation, also to help focusing the discussions on quality of care instead of financing and shortfalls.
9. Improve information systems so that they mandate, collect and make available meaningful information for use by all stakeholders to enable effective purchasing
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Chapter 4
Payment for health care services and physicians

Introduction
This chapter looks at the payment systems for health care services (inpatient services, secondary ambulatory services and primary care services) and for physicians in Slovenia and highlights the main problems that have been identified with the current payment systems. We provide information on experiences from other countries, which may help to overcome the identified problems concerning the payment systems in Slovenia.

Payment for acute inpatient care
There are 26 public hospitals in Slovenia, including two major tertiary institutions (University medical centers Ljubljana and University medical centers Maribor), 10 general hospitals, 4 specialized tertiary institutions (the Oncological Institute, the Rehabilitation Institute, the University Clinic Golnik, the University Psychiatric Clinic Ljubljana) and 10 other specialized hospitals. In addition, there are 3 small private facilities with a concession to provide public inpatient services. In 2011, there were 369 acute care hospital beds per 100,000 population in Slovenia, which was slightly below the EU28 average (385 per 100,000) but slightly above the average in countries that were EU member states before 2004 (345 per 100,000) (WHO Regional Office for Europe, 2015). The number of discharges per 100 population and average length of stay (ALOS) was slightly above the EU average (16.1 discharges in Slovenia compared to 15.9 in EU28 and ALOS of 6.7 days in Slovenia compared to 6.4 in EU28), while the occupancy rate was relatively low (69% in Slovenia compared to 76% in EU28).7

Current payment system
Hospital payment is based on provider level budgets, which are negotiated between the Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia (HIIS) and each provider. If HIIS and the provider do not reach an agreement, a process of arbitration is started and the final contract specifying the budget is adopted by HIIS, the provider and the MoH. Usually contract negotiations do not take place until well into the year for which the budget is negotiated because negotiations can start only after the General Agreement (which determines amongst others the national level budget and the volume of services) has been concluded. In fact, the General Agreement predetermines the individual provider contract to a large extent. Negotiations for the General Agreement are always extremely difficult – and the ultimate decision is usually taken by the Government of Slovenia (see purchasing process).

7There is an inconsistency in the data because the calculated occupancy rate based on the reported number of discharges, ALOS, and number of beds would be 79%.
Hospital budgets are defined on the basis of the budget for the previous year (plus potential change determined in negotiation process), and they take into consideration the different departments and types of services provided. Budgets are defined in terms of the total number of DRG weights and the total number of cases, for which the hospital will receive reimbursement from HIIS. In theory, hospitals receive DRG-based case payments per treated patient and they are very rarely paid for DRGs provided in excess of the agreed DRG-based budget. However, in practice, hospitals receive every month 1/12th of the annual budget and they usually treat patients also after having reached the DRG-based budget cap. Many hospitals reach the agreed budget of DRG weights well before the end of the year (e.g. early/mid-November), although some hospitals may have difficulties to reach the budget.

Hospital budgets are rather soft: First, complementary insurance always pays its share (14%) of DRG-based case payments, also for DRGs provided in excess of the agreed budget. Second, in times of favorable economic conditions, if HIIS has more resources than estimated at the beginning of the year, hospitals may negotiate additional funds to cover (part of the) expenditures for those DRGs provided in excess of the budget. Third, the government as the owner of most hospitals carries ultimate responsibility for deficits and outstanding bills of hospital suppliers; and hospital debts of about €150 million have currently accumulated. In the past, the government has sometimes covered accumulated hospitals debts but this is not done automatically or on a systematic basis. Finally, dialyses, transplantations, cancer surgery and some other services are exempted from the DRG-based budget cap.

DRGs were introduced in 2004 based on an imported version of Australian Refined (AR-) DRGs in order to better measure hospital activity, to enable DRG-based case payment and to improve hospital management. In 2013, a new version (AR-DRG 6.0) was imported from Australia, which is currently only used for the classification of patients, while payments continue to be made on the basis of the previous version (AR-DRG 4.2) because a transfer to the new system would lead to large (unexplained) discrepancies in the allocated budgets. At the end of the year, when the balance is made of the monthly budget installments against hypothetical DRG-based case-payments, these payments are valued on the basis of imported Australian cost weights. There is no adjustment of DRG-based payments for day cases, short-stay or long-stay outliers. Also there is no adjustment for readmissions or (re-)transfers – each case is counted separately. Finally, control of reported case (DRG billing) data by HIIS is impaired because there are only very few medical reviewers (monitoring coded data) and no controls of medical documentation in hospitals – although there are some controls by complementary health insurance.

Institutional responsibilities for adjusting/updating DRGs and adjusting/updating cost weights are not sufficiently clear. National cost weights cannot be calculated (except for a small number of DRGs, where normative cost estimates were made) because there are no standardized rules for cost accounting. This is an important problem because imported (and potentially inadequate) cost weights will lead to overpayment for some DRGs and underpayment for others. Also financial statements of hospitals are not sufficiently detailed to be used for the adjustment of cost weights. Up to 2009, the base-rate, which converts DRG weights into monetary values, was determined on the basis of the available budget and the estimated national inpatient activity (in terms of DRG weights) for the coming year. Since 2009, the base rate in the current year is determined by taking the base rate in the
previous year with some minor adjustments, such as for inflation. University hospitals have a higher base-rate in order to compensate for the higher costs of teaching. Payments are the same for public and private providers, although public hospitals may benefit from additional funds for investments in infrastructure.

**Main problems**

- **Insufficient institutional support for keeping the DRG system up to date:** Responsibilities for adjusting and updating both the definitions of DRGs and DRG cost weights are not sufficiently clear. There is no national DRG institution and the MoH does not have sufficient capacity for maintaining the system up to date.
- **Imported (and potentially inadequate) cost weights:** National cost data for adjusting or updating DRG weights is not available because cost accounting and data collection in hospitals is not standardized. Even financial statements of hospitals are not sufficiently standardized and detailed to allow an adjustment of cost weights to the national context.
- **Weak incentives for increased efficiency:** Hospital management has only weak incentives to increase the number of cases by making more efficient use of available infrastructure (e.g. by increasing the number of day cases or reducing length of stay) because budgets are capped. At the same time, hospital management may accept higher costs of care (e.g. for expensive technologies) because ultimate financial responsibility for deficits is borne by the government.

**International experiences**

**Institutions responsible for keeping DRG systems up to date**

Countries rely on very different institutional arrangements for adjusting and updating DRG systems. Table 4.1 provides an overview to the institutions that are responsible for the development of DRGs and for national cost accounting standards in nine countries. In most countries, different institutions are responsible for the development of the DRG system and of cost accounting standards. However, in Germany, responsibilities for both have always been under the roof of the Institute for the Hospital Reimbursement System (InEK). In The Netherlands and Ireland, responsibilities were recently merged within one institution as countries are increasingly realizing the need for standardized high quality cost data as an important input for maintaining and updating their DRG systems.
Table 4.1: Institutions responsible for DRGs and cost accounting in 9 countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdictions</th>
<th>Institution responsible for DRGs</th>
<th>Institution responsible for cost accounting standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada (Quebec)</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>DRG office at the National Board of Health</td>
<td>The Danish Ministry of Health (Ministeriet for Sundhed of Forebyggelse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>National Health Service Information Authority</td>
<td>Healthcare Financial Management Association (HFMA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Nordic Casemix Centre</td>
<td>Estonian Health Insurance Fund (EHIF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>ATIH (Agence technique sur l’information hospitaliere)</td>
<td>Direction generale de l’offre des soins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Institute for the Hospital Reimbursement System (InEK)</td>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Health Pricing Office</td>
<td>Nederlandse Zorgautoriteit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Central office in the Ministry of Health and regional offices</td>
<td>National Board of Health and Welfare in cooperation with the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Dutch Health care Authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Nordic Casemix Centre in cooperation with the Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own compilation

Particularly interesting is that Estonia and Sweden as well as some other Nordic countries (e.g. Finland, Norway, Latvia – not shown in Table 4.1) collaborate in the development of DRGs through their Nordic Casemix Centre based in Helsinki (Linna and Virtanen, 2011). This collaboration started during the mid-1990s, when several countries were struggling with the problem of converting their national or imported DRG systems to ICD-10 codes. Countries then joined their efforts to develop a common DRG system that would replace existing national systems and imported DRG systems from abroad. However, the approach is very flexible as countries have often produced national versions of the common system, and DRG weights are always calculated separately for each country. Slovenia could potentially join efforts with other countries that use AR-DRGs in Europe, such as Bosnia & Hercegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Ireland, Macedonia, Romania, and Serbia.

Cost accounting for adjusting and updating cost weights

The availability of high-quality hospital cost information is essential for developing and updating DRG systems and for ensuring fair DRG-based hospital payment systems. If hospital cost information does not allow differences to be identified between costs of individual patients, it is impossible to use a data-driven approach to develop economically homogeneous DRGs. In addition, if hospital cost information is imprecise, calculated weights for certain DRGs could be falsely estimated to be higher or lower than they really are and, consequently, hospitals will be over- or underpaid for specific DRGs. Therefore, the fairness of DRG-based hospital payment systems and the ability of these systems to encourage efficiency are to a large extent determined by the quality of the hospital cost information used to develop these systems and to calculate DRG weights.

Countries that have imported DRG systems from abroad often start with adjusting imported DRG weights to the local cost context, using highly aggregated cost-accounting data and a
set of internal DRG cost weights. For example, in Spain (Cots et al., 2011b), imported All-
Patient (AP)-DRG weights are adjusted using cost data from a relatively simple top-down
allocation of hospital costs to 11 ‘partial cost centres’ (Operating Room, Radiology,
Laboratory, Pharmacy, Medical Services, Intensive Care, Other Hospitalization Costs, Other
Intermediate Hospitalization Costs, Medical Staff, Functional Costs, and Overheads). Costs
per DRG can then be calculated using data on the number of cases (Nj) in each DRG (DRGj)
and a set of internal DRG cost weight (Wi-j) (see Table 4.2). A similar approach is also used
for adjusting imported AR-DRG weights to national cost data in Ireland (O’Reilly et al., 2011).
For this purpose, Irish cost data is allocated to 13 cost centres (allied health; critical care;
coronary care unit; emergency; imaging; pathology; medical pay; prosthesis; nursing;
pharmacy; theatre operating procedures; theatre non-operating procedures; and blood) and
DRG weights are adjusted using internal service weights for cost centres based on Australian
cost data.

Table 4.2: Calculation of costs per DRG using internal DRG weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRG</th>
<th>CC_1</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>CC_i</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>CC_11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRG1</td>
<td>N_1</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>N_i</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>N_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRG_i</td>
<td>N_i</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>N_i</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>N_11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRG_886</td>
<td>N_886</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>N_886</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>N_886</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total weighted activity | TW_1 = Σ(N_j * W_i,j) | TW_i = Σ(N_j * W_i,j) | TW_11 = Σ(N_j * W_11,j) |
| Unit cost 1 to 11 | UC_1 = TCOST_1 / TW_1 | UC_i = TCOST_i / TW_i | UC_11 = TCOST_11 / TW_11 |
| Cost per DRG_i | CDRG_i = Σ(UC_i * W_i,j) |

CC_i is a partial cost centre
W_i,j is the internal (partial) DRG weight for DRG_i and the partial cost centre CC_i
N_j is the total number of patients classified into DRG_j
TCOST_i is the total cost for the partial cost centre CC_i
UC_i is the unit cost for the internal (partial) cost weight W_i
CDRG_i is the cost in Euros for DRG_i

Source: Cots et al., 2011b

Adjusting imported DRG weights to national cost data is a first step to improve adequacy of
DRG weights. However, in the long run, most countries attempt to improve hospital cost
accounting systems in order to obtain patient level cost information, which is not only better
for the calculation of accurate and reliable DRG weights but also for improved hospital
management. For example, in Germany, patient level cost data are collected from a sample
of about 10 percent of German hospitals that follow cost accounting guidelines developed
by InEK. This approach allows making adjustments to the DRG system on the basis of
information about the distribution of costs for individual patients and it allows hospital
managers to benchmark hospital costs (for a detailed set of cost modules) against the
sample average (see Table 4.3).
An interesting approach for the collection of cost data is used in the Netherlands, where resource-use data (number of bed days, number and type of lab tests, types of surgical procedures) are collected from all hospitals (assuring representativeness of the data), while unit costs using bottom-up micro-costing come only from a small sample of hospitals (thus reducing the costs of data collection) (Tan et al., 2011).

**Strengthening incentives for efficiency**

There are many options for making use of DRGs with the aim of increasing efficiency. One option is to use DRGs for the allocation of a national or regional budget. For example, in Ireland (O’Reilly et al., 2011), the national hospital budget is allocated to hospitals on the basis of their previous activity as measured by AR-DRGs (e.g. in 2012 it was allocated based on the AR-DRGs provided in 2010 and the first half of 2011). Consequently, hospitals have an incentive to provide more DRGs as this will give them a larger share of the national hospital budget. This has the advantage of increasing incentives for productivity (incentivizing hospitals to deliver more services), while keeping the size of the national budget under control of the payer.

Another option is to increase the importance of DRG-based case payments and to reduce the importance of hospital budgets. Currently, DRG-based case payments do not play an important role in determining the overall budget size in Slovenia as most hospitals reach their DRG-based budget cap already well before the end of the year. If the budget cap was changed into a target budget and hospitals would be allowed to provide services beyond the budget, hospitals would have a stronger incentive to increase the number of treated patients (although the strength of the incentive could be reduced by applying a lower base rate for DRGs provided in excess of the budget, e.g. 35% of the normal base-rate as in

---

### Table 4.3: Average hospital cost of DRG I47B in cost data sample of InEK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost-Element Groups</th>
<th>Labour</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German DRG catalogue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I47B: Revision or replacement of hip joint without complicating diagnosis, without arthrodesis, without very major CC, age &gt;15y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units with beds</th>
<th>Physicians</th>
<th>Nursing</th>
<th>Medical/technical staff</th>
<th>General drugs</th>
<th>Individual drugs</th>
<th>Implants and grafts</th>
<th>Material (without drug/implants)</th>
<th>Individual Material</th>
<th>Medical infrastructure</th>
<th>Medical infrastructure</th>
<th>Non-medical infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Normal ward</td>
<td>345.04</td>
<td>863.19</td>
<td>46.95</td>
<td>75.72</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72.41</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>171.25</td>
<td>806.71</td>
<td>2,393.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Intensive care unit</td>
<td>35.53</td>
<td>94.54</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>12.60</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>11.22</td>
<td>44.36</td>
<td>221.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Dialysis unit</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Operating room</td>
<td>351.15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>224.70</td>
<td>15.86</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>1,363.53</td>
<td>174.88</td>
<td>62.48</td>
<td>136.39</td>
<td>205.65</td>
<td>2,541.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: Anaesthesia</td>
<td>204.47</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>130.68</td>
<td>18.55</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>47.91</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>24.18</td>
<td>67.11</td>
<td>495.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: Maternity room</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: Cardiac diagnostics/therapy</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: Endoscopic diagnostics/therapy</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: Radiology</td>
<td>17.41</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35.12</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>8.49</td>
<td>13.89</td>
<td>10.07</td>
<td>24.99</td>
<td>110.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: Laboratories</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>44.89</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>40.38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>33.63</td>
<td>20.79</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>21.14</td>
<td>174.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: Other diagnostics and therapies</td>
<td>16.42</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>190.98</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>88.31</td>
<td>294.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>976.43</td>
<td>959.79</td>
<td>639.68</td>
<td>128.23</td>
<td>52.98</td>
<td>1,363.58</td>
<td>364.30</td>
<td>114.30</td>
<td>365.13</td>
<td>1,238.72</td>
<td>6,203.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own compilation based on InEK, 2010
Germany). While DRG-based case payments potentially have stronger incentives for productivity, a disadvantage is that it reduces macro-level budgetary control.

It is important to carefully manage a transition to stronger financial incentives for hospitals on the basis of DRGs as increasing the strength of incentives for efficiency can also have unintended consequences (Cots et al., 2011a). Therefore, most countries gradually increase the strength of DRG-based incentives during a transition period and the effects are carefully monitored. In addition, DRG-based payments in Slovenia are currently operated without a number of (relatively simple) refinements that have been introduced in other countries:

- First, there is no mechanism for outlier adjustments. In almost all other European countries with DRG-based payments, these payments are usually adjusted for both long-stay outliers (daily surcharges) and short stay outliers (daily deductions) as well as for day cases (Cots et al., 2011a).
- Second, there is no system for annually recalibrating the average DRG cost weight to 1 in order to ensure that upcoding does not lead to continuously increasing cost weights.
- Third, there are only weak controls in Slovenia of hospital activity and hospital coding, but these controls become increasingly important, if the strength of DRG-based incentives is increased.
- Fourth, there is no system for monitoring and managing readmissions in Slovenia, while other countries, such as Germany, England or the USA have introduced policies to counter incentives for higher readmissions (Kristensen et al., 2015).

**Payment for outpatient (specialized ambulatory) services**

Specialist ambulatory services in Slovenia are mostly provided by hospital outpatient departments and health centres. In addition, some specialists in private offices have a concession to provide public services. For each specialty, norms define technical (e.g. equipment) and staffing requirements for a specialist team, usually consisting of one specialist, one nurse and an administrative support worker.

**Current payment system**

Budgets for specialist teams are negotiated between providers and HIIS after conclusion of the General Agreement and on the basis of the annexes of the agreement. It is possible that a provider negotiates a budget for a specialist team, which is not (or nor longer) present, e.g. a hospital might negotiate a full budget for a cardiology team, even if it does not (or no longer) have a full-time employment contract with a cardiologist. Alternatively, a provider may only secure, for example, one third of the budget for a cardiology team if patient needs in the catchment area do not require a full team to be present. The size of the budget for each specialist team differs depending on the specialty (e.g. cardiology, neurology, or orthopedics) because of differences in labour, material, and infrastructure costs and is mostly based on historic cost data. However, the budget is the same for all teams within a given specialty in the country.

Each provider has to bill services on the basis of a fee-for-service (FFS) catalogue (colloquially known as the “Green Book” – although officially termed “list of services”) but total annual
reimbursement is limited by the negotiated budget. In fact, just as for hospital care, providers receive each month 1/12 of their annual budget. If HIIS has more funds at the end of the year than originally estimated, providers might be able to negotiate additional resources for services provided in excess of the agreed budget. In addition, just as for hospital care, complementary VHI always pays its share of costs, also for services provided in excess of the agreed budget. Furthermore, larger providers (hospital outpatient departments and health centres) might be able to bill services of one specialist team to the budget of another specialist team (within the same specialty), in order to use up the available budgets.

The “Green Book” was originally developed during socialist times with the aim of measuring physician activity. It was not developed with the aim of defining a FFS provider payment system. Nevertheless, there have been only rather minor updates of the Green Book because stakeholders are jointly responsible for updating payment systems in Slovenia and they generally fail to reach an agreement on proposed changes (see Chapter 2 on The purchasing process). In general, fees are defined in terms of a certain number of points, which are based on very rarely updated historic estimates of costs and time. The actual fee level is determined during the process of annual negotiations, which defines a point value in Euros.

There are several problems with the billing of services on the basis of the “Green Book”. First, definitions of the (about 2,000) billable FFS items and the billing rules are not sufficiently clear, leaving ample room for creative billing practices and complicating controls by HIIS. Second, the structure of the fee catalogue defines for each specialty a basic fee, which can be billed only once per visit and covers all services that are part of a normal visit, and a number of additional billable services, which differ across specialties. This leads to excessive referrals if a certain service is included in the basic fee for one specialist but can be billed separately by another specialist. Third, fee levels for similar services provided by different specialists differ enormously (e.g. the fee for the excision of a skin lesion is ten times higher for surgeons than for dermatologists), and this – again – leads to excessive referrals. Fourth, fee levels do not adequately reflect the costs of service provision and some fees are overvalued while others are undervalued.

Main problems

- **Malfunctioning institutional arrangements for revising and updating the FFS catalogue:** there is no institution that has primary responsibility for managing the FFS catalogue and joint responsibility of stakeholders leads to deadlock blocking updates and revisions of the FFS system.
- **Weak incentives for efficiency:** Provider level budget caps that are easily reached with the help of creative billing practices do not incentivize providers to deliver services and to attract patients.
International experiences

Updating FFS systems

Institutional arrangements for updating FFS systems vary greatly across countries. Table 4.4 provides an overview to the distribution of responsibilities for developing fee schedules and updating relativities and base values across countries. Despite considerable variation, one common feature across countries is that responsibility for developing and updating the FFS systems is split between, on the one hand, responsibility for determining the catalogue and defining and updating relativities (points or weights) for individual services, and on the other hand, determining the base value, which converts relativities into monetary values. Usually associations of specialists play an important role for the definition of the FFS catalogue and for relativities relevant to services provided by their specialty. For the definition of the base value, the payers play a more important role, often negotiating the base value with providers.

Table 4.4: Institutional responsibilities for FFS systems and regularity of update

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>FFS/DRG catalogue</th>
<th>Responsible institutions</th>
<th>Regularity of updates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>FFS catalogue</td>
<td>French National Health Insurance Fund (NHIF) in collaboration with specialist societies – each responsible for fees applicable to its specialty.</td>
<td>Irregular, 10 amendments between 2011 and the beginning of 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base value</td>
<td>Negotiated between NHIF and physicians</td>
<td>Last update in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>FFS Catalogue</td>
<td>Valuation Committee of the Federal Joint Committee, consisting of representatives of SHI funds and SHI physicians – if these cannot reach an agreement, the Committee can be extended to include three neutral voting members, ultimately the Federal government has the right to intervene</td>
<td>Irregular, last major revision of FFS catalogue in 2009, multiple minor adjustments since then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base value</td>
<td>Negotiated between regional Associations of SHI Funds and regional Associations of SHI Physicians</td>
<td>Annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>FFS catalogue</td>
<td>A joint company representing payers and providers (TARMED Suisse) develops the FFS catalogue, if payers and providers cannot reach an agreement, the Federal government has the right to intervene</td>
<td>Irregular; 18 revisions since the introduction of the FFS system in 2003 until the beginning of 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base value</td>
<td>Negotiated between Mandatory Health Insurance Companies and providers (cantonal associations of physicians and hospitals)</td>
<td>Annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>FFS/DRG catalogue</td>
<td>DRG catalogue determined by the Netherlands Healthcare Authority (NZA). Until 2015, the relativities for the fee part of each DRG were determined by Committees of medical specialists</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base value</td>
<td>Calculated on the basis of the national budget</td>
<td>Annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA (Medicare)</td>
<td>FFS catalogue</td>
<td>The American Medical Association maintains the billing codes and incorporates recommendations by specialty societies; pricing decisions are made by the Centers for Medicare &amp; Medicaid Services (CMS) on the basis of advice from the specialty societies</td>
<td>Prices of the FFS catalogue are updated annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base value</td>
<td>Parliament</td>
<td>Annually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own compilation based on Quentin et al. 2014
In Germany and Switzerland, a joint institution of payers and providers is responsible for developing and updating the FFS catalogue. However, in both countries, the federal government has the right to intervene if the institution is in deadlock and does not reach a decision. In addition, in Germany, institutional deadlock is prevented by regulations that allow either payers or providers to demand the inclusion of three neutral voting members into the relevant committee, which have to be nominated jointly by payers and providers.

In France, the Netherlands, and the USA (Medicare system), a national authority exists, which is chiefly responsible for the development of the fee catalogue. However, the bulk of the work of defining fees and relativities relies on input from specialist medical associations, with each specialist organization responsible for fees applicable to its specialty field. National authorities usually follow the advice of the specialist organizations as the definition of fees and relativities affects only the distribution of funds across specialists (and sometimes only within a particular specialty) but not the overall level of funds. The system for defining relativities of the FFS catalogue in the Netherlands is described in Box 4.1.

**Box 4.1: Determining fee levels in The Netherlands**

| In the Netherlands, the DRG system is used for the payment of all services provided by specialists and resembled until recently – at least to a certain extend – FFS systems used in other countries. It is developed by the Netherlands Health Authority on the basis of cost data from hospitals, taking into account suggestions of specialists and hospitals. A reform in 2012 introduced a new system for determining fee levels of specialists – or more precisely, the honorarium component of each DRG. The reform introduced a national specialist budget and delegated responsibility for determining relativities for the honorarium component of each DRG to the Association of Medical Specialists. The approach consists of several steps: |

1. The national budget for services provided by self-employed specialists is divided between the 26 specialties based on the number of full-time equivalents of specialists per discipline with some minor corrections.
2. Specialists’ committees can suggest altering the relativities of the fee schedule and may suggest to introduce new DRGs. Their suggestions can be based on their own time studies or, usually, on expert opinion, or a consensus that some DRGs are relatively over- or underrated compared to others.
3. The budget for each specialty is then divided by the total service points provided by all specialists belonging to that specialty in the previous year, with the total points calculated on the basis of the adjusted fee levels.

This calculation leads to a base value, which is used over the course of the year for the payment of specialists. However, a new reform is scheduled to abolish the definition of fee levels for specialists altogether. Instead, specialists will have to negotiate their payment with hospitals.

Developing and maintaining a FFS system is highly complex as FFS catalogues often consist of several thousands of individual billing codes. More advanced FFS systems (e.g. in Germany or Switzerland) specify for each code a set of billing rules, which define: (1) the types of services that are covered by the code, (2) the types of providers that are eligible for billing (possibly including specific technical qualifications), (3) the allowed frequency of billing the code for the same patient (e.g. during the same session or over a defined period of time), (4) the types of other services that can be billed together with the code during the same
session, (5) if services can be provided only under particular conditions, e.g. during certain times of the day, after referral by a particular specialist, etc., etc.

An alternative approach to a FFS system for billing of specialist outpatient services is the extension of DRG systems to outpatient care. In countries, such as England, Finland and Sweden, specific DRGs exist for outpatient care and each patient treated by outpatient departments is grouped on the basis of the diagnosis and/or procedure and certain other types of information into the applicable DRG. Usually, the number of DRGs is much smaller than in traditional FFS systems. For example, in Sweden, there are 335 outpatient DRGs in addition to 157 day surgery DRGs, 29 day medicine DRGs and 18 DRGs for endoscopies. Extending the DRG system to outpatient care has two important advantages: First, it bundles together different services provided during an outpatient visit into one “product” that is defined on the basis of patient and treatment characteristics. Second, it harmonizes the payment system across sectors, which may contribute to better aligned incentives. Third, it facilitates updates of the system, as these can be carried out by the same institution and following the same approach as for updates of the inpatient DRG system.

**Incentives for efficiency or productivity**

Efficiency and productivity incentives could be strengthened by various approaches, which have been applied in different countries. One option, which used to be the approach for payment of ambulatory physicians in Germany, is to remove the provider level budget cap and to replace it by a macro-level (national or regional) budget for ambulatory specialist services. Each individual provider would be allowed to provide an unlimited amount of services. Each service would be billed on the basis of the point system of the FFS catalogue. However, the monetary value for a point would be determined only retrospectively (at the end of the quarter or year), when the total available budget could be divided by the total amount of service points provided by all providers. Consequently, providers that deliver more services would obtain a larger share of the total budget. A disadvantage of the system from the perspective of the providers is that they do not know their budget until the end of the billing period and that their reimbursement depends on total activity of all ambulatory providers in the country or region.

A modified version of this approach, similar to the one described for the Netherland in Box 4.1 and currently in use in Germany, would be to define the budget at the level of each specialty. This has the advantage that major discrepancies in payment of providers across specialties can be avoided. In many countries, fees are often considerably more profitable in some specialties (usually in more procedure oriented specialties) than in others because fees are not adjusted fast enough when technological advances lead to lower costs for certain services – and this leads to large differences in revenues across specialties. Another advantage of this approach is that payment of an individual provider does not depend on total activity of all providers but only on activity of providers practicing within the same specialty. If one provider engages in excessive provision of services or inappropriate billing, this will influence only specialist within the same specialty. Ideally, such a payment system would be combined with mechanisms that allow specialists to monitor the behavior of their peers and to discipline inappropriate behavior.

Yet another option would be to use a system of differentiated budgets, which would be similar to the system used currently in the Czech Republic and in Germany. For example, a
provider level budget could be defined for a standard amount of services, e.g. the average amount of services provided by specialists of that specialty. Providers would then be allowed to bill FFS at a standard rate until reaching their budget. In addition, they would be allowed to bill additional services, which would be reimbursed at a progressively lower rate, e.g. 70% for exceeding the budget by up to 5%, 50% for exceeding the budget by up to 10% etc. Furthermore, certain specialized services could be exempted from the provider level budget but could be limited by an overall specialty level budget, which would again ensure that specialists have a collective interest to reduce excessive increases of these services. Finally certain high priority services could be exempted from both budgets to further incentivize provision of these services.

**Payment for primary care**

Primary care services in Slovenia are mostly provided by health centers, known as local public health centres, where about 60% of all primary care physicians (mostly GPs but also pediatricians and gynecologists) work as employees. There are 57 public health centers and 978 private providers that work through concession (HIIS data for 2014). About 40% of primary care physicians are self-employed and about half of these rent premises in health centres, while the other half works in their own private offices. Similar as for secondary care services, norms define staffing requirements for primary care teams concerning staff (e.g. one physician, one nurse and one administrative assistant) but there are no controls to verify if these requirements are (still) met.

**Current payment system**

Just as for secondary care, budgets for primary care teams are negotiated between providers and HIIS on the basis of the General Agreement (with minimal room for real negotiations because the contract is more or less predetermined by the General Agreement). In a first step, HIIS determines the number of programs (one program = one primary care team) to provider services for the population in the catchment area of the health care unit. For example, if the population of the area is 20 000 people, then the number of the assigned programs to the unit is 11.1 programs.

In a second step, the budget for one program is calculated in a way that it covers the costs of salaries for a primary care team as specified by the staffing norms as well as average costs of buildings, equipment, lab tests, insurance, cleaning etc. Budgets are somewhat different for GPs, pediatricians, and gynecologists, because staffing norms differ. However, individual primary care teams may or may not comply with the norms and there are no controls to verify if, for example, a GP practicing in his private office with a concession from HIIS actually employs a nurse and an administrator as assumed by the staffing norms.

Actual payment of primary care providers (within the budget) then consist of a mix of capitation and FFS. Primary care providers receive a certain number of capitation points, which depends on the number of registered patients and their age (3 capitation points (CP) for <1 year of age; 1.9CP for 1 to 6.99 years, 0.88CP for 7 to 18.99 years, 0.84CP for 19 to 49.99 years, 1.4CP from 50 to 64.99 years, 2.2 CP for 65 to 74.99 years, and 3CP for >75 years). The Euro value per capitation point is determined by dividing the national primary care budget through the total number of capitation points (for the total number of insured).
The budget for GPs is calculated for a total of 2 400 capitation points (representing on average 1 800 patients), and amounts to €116 670. Budgets for pediatricians and gynecologists are calculated slightly differently. Primary care providers receive capitation points for every registered patient. The sum total of all capitation points for registered patients determines the total budget volume both for capitation payments and for FFS payments.

Providers may refuse to accept patients after having reached 110% of the average number of capitation points but some providers accept considerably more patients (up to 3 000 and this allows to achieve higher incomes). If a provider does not reach 2400 capitation points, payment is below the budget as defined by the norm. However, in theory, a physician can compensate for a lower number of patients by providing more (billable) services in order to obtain the full budget (although this does not happen often). In addition, since 2005, when a preventive program was introduced, providers may obtain the full budget if they perform the required preventive work, regardless of the number of provided curative services.

Primary care providers bill FFS on the basis of the General Agreement standards for the family medicine office, including for example, the short visit fee (1.50 quotients), the first curative visit fee (3.60 quotients), the follow-up visit fee (2.30 quotients), and the comprehensive assessment fee (2.80 quotients). One quotient is worth between EUR2.50 and EUR3.00, depending on the value of the total annual budget for family doctors. FFS income represents on average less than 50% of total income of primary care providers. In addition, as most primary care providers reach their budget cap very easily through the provision of billable services, there are only limited incentives for the provision of services.

**Main problems**

- **Inadequate age weighting of capitation payments:** As age weighting it is not based on current utilization or cost data, the age weighting is thought to be inadequate. In particular, the number of capitation points for old age (3 CP for >75) is perceived to be too low, when compared with capitation points for children (3CP for <1).
- **Limited incentives for service provision and quality of care:** As the budget cap for FFS income is easily reached by primary care providers, there are only limited incentives to provide services and payments do not depend on quality of care.

**International experiences**

**Weighting of capitation payments**

Almost all countries that use capitation payments for primary care physicians apply some kind of age adjustment although they differ concerning the exact definition of age groups (e.g. three in Estonia versus seven in Lithuania (Wilkens, 2011)). In addition, they often adjust for sex and deprivation. England operates a relatively sophisticated system of adjustments based on the so-called Car-Hill Formula, which takes into account population needs in addition to age and sex weighting (see Box 4.2). (A table with an overview on age weighting in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Sweden can be found in Annex 4.1.)
Box 4.2: The Carr-Hill Capitation Formula in England

The Carr-Hill Formula has been used in England since 2003 but has undergone some adjustments over time. The formula is intended to allocate resources fairly to primary care practices by adjusting allocations for factors that influence relative needs and costs, including:

- age and sex structure of the patient population (see details below),
- the proportion of the population that live in nursing and residential homes (those patients tend to cause higher workload because consultations always involve travel time,
- additional care needs of the population, relating to morbidity and mortality (as measured by survey data on standardized limited long-standing illnesses and standardized mortality ratio for those aged <65),
- additional work effort related to changes in the practice population (new patients tend to require a higher workload), and
- factors outside the control of providers that lead to higher costs, e.g. higher wage costs and rurality (population density).

In order to account for the age and sex structure of the population, the formula includes a system of 14 age-sex bands with cost weights attached to each band. Cost weights of age-sex bands were calculated on the basis of data from a sample of GP practices. However, the data only provided information on the duration of consultations within the practice and had to be adjusted for the average duration of home visits and the number of home visits (based on survey data).

### Age-sex workload index (males aged 5-14 = 1) for UK except Scotland

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0–4</th>
<th>5–14</th>
<th>15–44</th>
<th>45–64</th>
<th>65–74</th>
<th>75–84</th>
<th>85+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>6.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BMA/NHS Employers, 2007

In order for weighting formulas to adequately reflect patient needs, it is necessary that cost and/or utilization data is available for calculation of the weighting index. Sometimes data from a co-existing FFS system can be used to understand utilization patterns of services. In some countries, e.g. Sweden, the Adjusted Clinical Group (ACG) system, which is a casemix system similar to DRGs but developed for populations and ambulatory care (Starfield and Kinder, 2011), is used to determine capitation payments for GPs (Wilkens, 2011). While such a system has the advantage of better taking into account population health needs, it also has substantially greater requirements on data availability and quality of information.

**Combining payment mechanisms to incentivize service provision and quality**

In order to reduce the unintended consequences of different payment mechanisms, it is useful to combine different payment mechanisms. Several European countries (including Slovenia) have moved in this direction. Figure 4.1 shows the relative importance of different payment mechanisms in the Netherlands, England and Sweden. Purchasers can change the relative importance of each payment component in line with their current objectives. If the objective is to have an administratively simple system and budget control, capitation payments are appropriate. However, if the objective is to incentivize service provision and to
encourage providers to provide all services needed by patients, the relative importance of FFS payments can be increased. Finally, if quality in terms of structures, processes, or outcomes can be measured and should be improved, it is possible to link payment to performance in relation to these indicators.

**Fig. 4.1: Relevance of different payment mechanisms in The Netherlands, England, and Sweden**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>payment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bonus and/or Malus (max. +/- 3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>payment</td>
<td>FFS (per visit &amp; out-of-hours), (40-45%)</td>
<td>FFS (“enhanced services”), (&lt;10%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic service</td>
<td>Capitation (55-60%)</td>
<td>Capitation (65%)</td>
<td>Capitation (80-90%, Stockholm 40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>payment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s own compilation

In the three countries shown in Figure 4.1, capitation payments account for more than half of payments for primary care physicians. However, countries differ concerning the types of services for which extra FFS payments are made. In the Netherlands, payments are made (similar as in Slovenia) for basic consultations, prolonged consultations, telephone consultations, vaccinations etc. If the impression is that incentives for the provision of services are too low, it is possible to reduce the capitated amount and to simultaneously increase the proportion of care financed through FFS. Nevertheless, in order to retain budget control, total FFS income can be capped by a provider level or macro-level budget (e.g. with a floating point value).

In England, FFS payments are not made for basic services, which are considered to be covered by the capitation payment, but only for those (“enhanced”) services, which might be underprovided under capitation (e.g. preventive services and screening), or for which GPs would have an incentive to refer patients to specialists (e.g. minor surgery). Furthermore,
GPs are paid extra for keeping their practices open beyond normal working hours (i.e. 8:00 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.).

Finally, England also has the greatest experience with a pay for performance (P4P) initiative for GPs, known as the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) (see Box 4.3). GP practices can earn a substantial share (25-30%) of their income by achieving points of the QOF. Several countries have later adopted similar voluntary P4P schemes, including, for example Latvia (Mitenbergs et al., 2012).

**Box 4.3: The Quality and Outcomes Framework for GPs in England**

The QOF was introduced in 2004 and provides substantial financial incentives to GPs for reaching predefined quality targets (Gillam and Steel, 2013). Participation in the QOF is not obligatory for GP practices, but most do. In 2013/14, GP performance was measured against a total of 121 indicators and practices could achieve a maximum of 900 points. The indicators, included structural, process, and outcome indicators and were grouped into five domains (HSCIC, 2015):

1. 93 clinical indicators, mostly covering chronic conditions (e.g. chronic kidney disease, heart failure, hypertension) worth up to a maximum of 610 points.
2. Nine public health indicators across four clinical areas – blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, primary prevention, obesity and smoking (e.g. the percentage of smokers with an offer of support and treatment to quit smoking).
3. Nine public health – additional services indicators across four service areas, including cervical screening (e.g. the percentage of eligible women with a cervical screening test in the previous 5 years), child health surveillance, contraception and maternity services.
4. Nine indicators for quality and productivity (e.g. concerning implementation of care pathways, participation in external peer review).
5. One indicator for patient experience, which relates to length of consultations (i.e. routine booked consultations should not be less than 10 min).

GP practices can earn QOF points by reaching a pre-defined quality threshold on each indicator, and each QOF point translates into a monetary value. In the first years after implementation (2004), the income of the general practitioners increased significantly as practices reached on average 83% of the points and increased their income up to 25%. In subsequent years, the government set up higher performance criteria to make it more difficult for GPs to achieve the targets and to earn the bonus. There has been substantial debate about whether payments really reflect better quality or if they are just the result of better recording of information, and there have been concerns about practices gaming the system (Gillam and Steel, 2013)
Payment of physicians

The number of physicians in Slovenia was about 250 per 100,000 population in 2011, considerably below physician per population ratios in the EU28 (346 per 100,000) and slightly below the average in EU member states that joined the EU after 2004 (275 per 100,000). Also the ratio of GPs per population was considerably below the EU average (45 versus 79 per 100,000) but similar to the average of EU member states that joined the EU after 2004 (46 GPs per 100,000). The proportion of GPs out of all physicians was above the average proportion in countries that joined the EU in 2004 (about 18% versus 17%), although below the average proportion in EU28 (almost 23%).

Current payment system

Most physicians in Slovenia (GPs and specialists) are public employees, paid according to the civil servants’ pay scale. Only about 10% of specialists in ambulatory care and 40% of GPs are self-employed. In addition, about 10% of specialists have a second contract with another (public or private) institution besides their full-time employment contract. Furthermore, salaried GPs and specialists may engage in private practice if approved by hospital management or the MoH – but this does not constitute a major source of income for physicians.

Physician salaries depend mostly on qualifications and seniority. The lowest salary is paid for physicians during specialization training (minimum salary grade 36: EUR1,715), while the maximum salary is paid for specialists with several years of experience (maximum salary grade 57: EUR3,814) (see Table 4.5). Employees can be promoted on the same workplace for 10 grades. The salary is up to 12% higher for certain specialties than others (depending on the minimum duration of specialization training). The salary grade depends on so-called special working conditions, e.g. working in an emergency department, the operating room or intensive care units, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualification status</th>
<th>Salary bracket</th>
<th>Salary grade at the beginning</th>
<th>Salary grade with seniority promotion*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During specialist training</td>
<td>VII/2</td>
<td>36 – 43</td>
<td>46 – 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(EUR1,715 – 2,244)</td>
<td>(EUR2,516 – 3,280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without specialization</td>
<td>VII/2</td>
<td>40 – 45</td>
<td>50 – 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(EUR2,001-2,422)</td>
<td>(EUR2,929 – 3,537)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialists</td>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>41 – 53</td>
<td>51– 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(EUR2,079 – 3,280)</td>
<td>(EUR3,042 – 3,814)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the base salaries, physicians can receive a certain amount of performance related pay. This may include:

- Payment for extra hours (often contributing a substantial share to total income)
- A supplement for more intensive work in the public sector (up to 20%), e.g. if a physician has to compensate for an absent colleague or if three specialists supply four programs or if a primary care facility providers a non-integer number of programs (e.g. 11.1 programs)
• A seniority supplement (in addition to the seniority based grade in the salary system),
• Payment for on-call or stand-by hours
• An outdoor work supplement
• A mentors allowance
• A supplement for the scientific title (specialist, master, philosophy doctor)
• An allowance for bilingualism
• An allowance for specific risks (e.g. X-ray exposition)
• An allowances for working in less favorable working hours (shift work)

The most important supplementary income for specialists consists of payment for extra hours worked, which are, however, often only “equivalent hours”. The concept of “equivalent hours” means that specialists who work “very quickly” might receive, for example, payment for 40 hours of work even if they have worked only 30 hours. Obviously, this system leaves substantial flexibility for local agreements as it always depends on individual negotiations if local managers accept to pay 40 equivalent hours for 30 hours of work. In addition, equivalent hours are the currency for second job contracts, where specialists are usually paid a fixed amount of equivalent hours for doing a certain amount of work, e.g. a certain number of endoscopies.

The problem with the current payment system is that the civil servant pay scale is considered to be inadequate for physicians. Payment is thought to be too low and to provide insufficient incentives for productivity and quality. The system of equivalent work hours is a work-around to enable individual negotiations, which are officially prohibited. However, the system is highly intransparent and often leads to the absence of physicians from their workplace, once they feel that they have fulfilled their obligation of 40 equivalent hours of work. In addition, payment for GPs is perceived to be too low and to provide insufficient incentives for physicians to specialize in family medicine. Furthermore, GPs can not participate in the system of equivalent hours.

Main problems

• Rigidity of the civil servant pay scale: Physician payment has to follow the civil servant pay scale but this prohibits finding satisfactory arrangements for rewarding performance of physicians. The common practice of paying for “equivalent hours” substitutes for adequate payment but is highly intransparent and often leads to absence from the work place.
• Insufficient incentives for productivity and quality: The physician pay scale does not sufficient incentivize productivity and quality and local arrangements for managing physicians are based on intransparent agreements.
• Insufficient remuneration of primary care physicians: Primary care is considered to be unattractive because of perceived relatively low pay.

International experiences

Negotiation of physician salaries
Salaries of physicians in most countries are negotiated between associations of physicians and associations of providers. It is unusual that they are part of the normal public sector pay
scale. Table 4.6 provides an overview to salary systems for specialists working in hospitals in Canada, England, Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, the Netherlands, and the USA.

In Canada, France, Germany, Switzerland, and The Netherlands, collective negotiations between associations of physicians and associations of hospitals determine salary levels. In England, the salary level is fixed by the Department of Health based on recommendations by an independent review body, the DDRB. In Sweden and the USA, salary levels depend on individual negotiations. Individual negotiations (for salaries above the collective contract) are permitted also in Germany, Switzerland, and the Netherlands.

Just as in Slovenia, the most important factor influencing salary levels in most countries is the experience of physicians, which is usually defined in terms of years worked. In countries with strong hierarchical organization of specialists in hospitals, such as France, Germany, and Switzerland, the position in the hierarchy is another important factor determining salary levels. In The Netherlands, taking on certain management functions is associated with a higher income but this does not imply a hierarchical relationship.
### Table 4.6: Salary systems for specialists working in hospitals in seven countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>How are salaries set?</th>
<th>Frequency of revision</th>
<th>Which criteria define different salary levels?</th>
<th>Do specialists receive additional income?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>collective negotiations at provincial level between MoH and specialists’ associations (possibly with subsidiary agreements specific to certain specialties or rural programs etc.)</td>
<td>every four years</td>
<td>depends on province, specialty, hospital type</td>
<td>depends on specialty and province and may include continuing medical education expenses, pension contributions, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| England | contract: national level negotiations (BMA and NHS employers) 
salary: increase fixed by Department of Health (based on recommendations of the DDRBas independent review body) | contract renegotiated at irregular intervals (last time 2003) 
annual review of salary levels | experience (years) | clinical excellence awards 
FFS for private practice |
| Germany | collective negotiations between physicians’ union and employers’ associations (e.g. all municipal hospitals) or individual hospitals | depending on agreement | hierarchy, experience (years) | FFS based bonuses for treatment of private patients (distribution mechanism depends on hierarchy) 
performance measures (only for chief physicians, e.g. case-mix points generated) |
| Sweden  | contract: collective negotiations between employers and Swedish Academics’ trade union 
salary: individual negotiations between specialists and hospitals | contract: irregular 
salary: when necessary | experience (years), hierarchy (responsibility), medical skills, specialty, location (rural vs. urban) | FFS for private practice |
| Switzerland | collective negotiations between the hospital medical commission and individual hospitals or between the association of hospital physicians and groups of hospitals (e.g. municipal or cantonal hospitals) 
individual negotiations about place in salary | depending on agreement | hierarchy (responsibility), experience (years) | bonuses for treatment of private and ambulatory patients (distribution mechanism depends on hierarchy) 
bonuses based on different criteria (e.g. TARMED points, patients |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Methodology Description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Considered Factors</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands*</td>
<td>collective negotiations between the Association of Specialists and either the Hospital Federation (NVZ) or the Federation of University Medical Centres (NFU)</td>
<td>every two years</td>
<td>experience (years), responsibility (department or division manager), teaching</td>
<td>hospital specific bonuses (information unavailable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>individual negotiations</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>productivity (measured in RVU points), specialty, popularity, location (rural-urban)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Quentin et al. 2014
Managing physicians and providing incentives for productivity and quality

In Sweden and the USA, where salaries are based on individual negotiations, the ability to negotiate higher salaries contributes to flexibility in the management of physicians, as physicians working in particular specialties or in rural areas can be paid a higher salary. Furthermore, specific qualifications of physicians or their popularity may also play a role during negotiations. In the USA, where services of specialists are paid for on the basis of FFS, employed specialists usually receive a substantial part of their salary in the form of bonuses related to their individual productivity (as measured by earned FFS income for the provider). This effectively counters the problem of inadequate activity but can be problematic because the incentives of such a system mimic those of FFS systems (possibly leading to overprovision of services).

In countries with hierarchical relationships, the recognition of efforts by more senior colleagues can be an important mechanism to motivate more junior colleagues. In addition, because specialists belonging to higher levels in the hierarchy receive higher salaries, there is a strong incentive for specialists to move up the hierarchy. Because promotion to a higher level is dependent on a multitude of factors and will take several years, the incentive to move up the hierarchy can provide long-term motivation for greater effort.

In England, where there is no hierarchical relationship among specialists in hospitals, all specialists are required to have an agreed job plan, which is specified in terms of four hour sessions. Each session is specified in terms of the activity (inpatient care, outpatient care, administrative tasks, research, etc.), the time, when that activity is performed, and the place, where it takes place. Having such a plan helps managers and physicians to work together and it strengthens accountability. In order to motivate physicians, an important part of salaries in England consists of clinical excellence awards. They constitute the most systematic attempt at financially rewarding physician achievements in relation to prevention, care, research, and/or teaching (see Box 4.4).

Box 4.4 Clinical Excellence Awards in England

As part of the 2003 consultant payment reform, the English NHS introduced the so-called Clinical Excellence Awards (CEA). The CEAs are specifically aimed at rewarding performance ‘over and above’ the standard expected of consultants, i.e. they do not necessarily reward reaching pre-defined targets but they are intended to stimulate outstanding personal accomplishments of NHS consultants who do not engage in private practice. There are 12 award levels ranging from under £3,000 per year to over £75,000 per year. Awards up to level 8 are appointed by a local committee (so called employer-based awards), whereas levels 10-12 are awarded by a national committee; level 9 is either awarded locally or nationally. The committees’ assessments and decisions are based on standardized applications by individual consultants. Consultants who want to apply for the awards have to provide evidence of many (but not all) of the following (ACCEA, 2013):

- sustained commitment to patient care and wellbeing, or to improving public health
- high standards of both technical and clinical aspects in patient care
- an outstanding contribution to professional leadership
- a sustained commitment to the values and goals of the NHS
- a contribution to continuous improvement in service organisation and delivery
- embracing the principles of evidence-based practice
- a contribution to the knowledge base through research
• recognition as excellent teachers and/or trainers and/or managers
• a contribution to policy making and planning in health and healthcare

Eligibility criteria exist for all levels of the awards. Assessment criteria are outlined by the relevant appraisal committees. Yet due to the nature of the awards these are soft criteria. The average value of national awards (including also Distinction Awards) was £43,194 in 2010, the average value of local awards (including Discretionary Points and Commitment Awards) was £12,485. Almost 50% of all consultants in England held an award in 2010. More than £500 million were spent on awards to consultants and clinical academics in the fiscal year of 2011-12, accounting for about 9% of total NHS spending on consultants.

The Review Body on Doctors’ and Dentists’ Remuneration (DDRB) formulated a range of recommendations after a review of the scheme in 2012 (Review Body on Doctors’ and Dentists’ Remuneration, 2012). For example, it recommended to introduce ceilings of £40,000 nationally and of £35,000 locally. Furthermore, CEAs should be connected to current performance including patient feedback while continuing to reward academic and teaching achievements. The recommendations (which also included recommendations on other aspects of consultant remuneration) are currently under negotiations between the Government, the NHS employers and the British Medical Association.

Source: Quentin et al., 2014

GP and specialist income

Income of GPs and specialists in Slovenia is in the middle range of incomes in European countries. Figures 4.2a and 4.2b show based on OECD data that average incomes in Slovenia are at about US$PPP 80 400 for GPs and US$PPP 80 600 for specialists. They are considerably above incomes of all Eastern European countries, for which data are available, and also above some Western European countries, e.g. Finland. Furthermore, GPs earn 2.26 times more than the average wage in Slovenia, which is amongst the highest ratios of countries, for which data are available.

There is some concern among Slovenian experts that these data are incorrect. This is because the average salary shown in the OECD database is equivalent to the maximum salary obtainable for GPs according to the salary scale. Slovenian experts say that GPs are generally grouped into the salary scale at a level that is below that of other specialists having completed their training. Furthermore, as the lower salary is combined with a lower potential for earnings through equivalent hours, lower reimbursement is said to be an important reason why family medicine is an unattractive salary.

Nevertheless, focusing on payment of GPs alone is unlikely to solve the problem of insufficient numbers of GPs. In other countries, training of GPs has been scaled up and improved with the aim of obtaining more and better qualified GPs. Better training, including through structured training programs, also leads to greater prestige of GPs who will be recognized as physicians with broad and substantial knowledge. Furthermore, comparable training requirements for GPs and specialists would be an important argument to support the demand of GPs for being grouped into the same level of the salary scale as other specialists.

Furthermore, working conditions of GPs could be improved through a reorganization of out-of-hours emergency care services and by sharing the workload amongst a higher number of
trained GPs. The number of active GPs has already increased by 34% between 2005 and 2013, which should ultimately translate into a lower workload for GPs (WHO Regional Office for Europe, 2015). In addition, the proportion of GPs out of all physicians has increased in Slovenia from 16% in 2005 to 19% in 2013. Both of these figures seem to suggest that working as a GP is, in fact, not totally unattractive.

Figures 4.2a-c: Average incomes of GPs and salaries in European OECD countries (in US$PPP and GP salaries per average wage), 2013 unless specified otherwise

Source: OECD, 2015
Conclusions

International experiences provide examples of different approaches that can contribute to improving the functioning of payment systems in Slovenia.

The problems and possible solutions are very similar across payment systems for inpatient care, specialist ambulatory care and primary care – and they resemble those concerning the payment of physicians. Most importantly, it is necessary to (1) clearly assign institutional responsibilities for developing payment systems and for maintaining these systems up-to-date; (2) to improve payment adequacy by increasing the availability of cost data for the calculation of DRG weights, by improving mechanisms for updating FFS weights, by recalibrating capitation payments, and by redefining the salary scale; and (3) to provide stronger incentives for efficiency and quality by changing the relative importance of different payment systems.

However, payment reforms ultimately need to be viewed in a broader organizational context as their effects strongly depend on governance structures (Duràn et al., 2011, Busse et al., 2002). Financial incentives will have relatively little effect in motivating change if provider (hospital/local public health care institution) management has only limited autonomy to make decisions on staff and equipment and if ultimate financial risk of providers is borne by the treasury.
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### Annex Chapter 4

**Annex Chapter 4, Table 1: Age adjustment and weights in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Sweden**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Age groups and weight</th>
<th>Points/weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>0 - 2 years</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 – 69 years</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70 - years</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>0 - 1 years</td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-7 years</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-18 years</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-44 years</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45-65 years</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;65 years</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>0 - 1 years</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-4 years</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5-6 years</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-17 years</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-49 years</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50-65 years</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65 - years</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden (Blekinge)</td>
<td>0-6 years</td>
<td>1.00/261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7-39 years</td>
<td>0.40/104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40-64 years</td>
<td>1.00/261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65-74 years</td>
<td>2.00/523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75 - years</td>
<td>2.50/654</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(not available, n/a)*

Source: Wilkens, 2011
Chapter 5
The potential for introducing Pay-for-Performance schemes

Introduction

Pay-for-Performance (P4P) may be defined as ‘the adaptation of provider payment methods to include specific incentives and metrics explicitly to promote the pursuit of quality and other health system performance objectives’ (Cashin et al., 2014). Currently, there are no such P4P schemes operating in Slovenia. It is essential to note that P4P schemes are never stand-alone payment mechanisms and instead form integral parts of existing provider payment systems. Chapter 4 of this report outlines the main payment methods in place in Slovenia to pay providers (eg. physicians and hospitals) for their services but none of these payment models are explicitly geared towards incentivizing the improvement of quality. Thus, consistent with commitments made in Slovenia’s draft National Health Plan (Republic of Slovenia Ministry of Health, 2015) the deficiencies identified in the current payment methods for remunerating primary care providers and for paying hospitals should first be tackled in order to establish properly functioning and transparent payment methodologies (see Chapter 4). It should be stressed that introducing P4P schemes prematurely, without the means to monitor activity and quality reliably, not only risks rewarding the providers that are best at gaming the system but also undermines the primary policy objectives of financial incentive schemes - to reward legitimate extra effort (performance) and to improve quality of care.

With these caveats in mind, this chapter explores some of the pre-conditions (eg. legal/policy frameworks, responsible bodies, indicators) that impact on the potential to introduce P4P mechanisms into health services payment systems in Slovenia to incentivize better quality of care and patient safety. We briefly look at the current legislative and/or policy frameworks for quality management and improvement in Slovenia and the data that is currently available that could possibly be developed for the purpose of measuring aspects of performance in General Practitioner (GP) care and in hospital settings. In addition, we present some examples from other countries on P4P schemes designed to enhance quality in primary care - eg. to reward GPs for undertaking disease prevention activities or participating in disease management programmes – and P4P schemes designed to enhance clinical outcomes and value-based purchasing in hospitals. We also provide a schematic shortlist of the key elements that would need to be considered in designing a P4P scheme.

Quality Management framework in Slovenia

In all health care systems, ensuring high quality of services for patients is a constant challenge both in terms of establishing effective organizational and governance structures to monitor quality and health system performance and in terms of having the necessary financial resources and data to implement quality improvement strategies. In Slovenia,
assessments by national experts (Poldrugovac et al., 2013; Robida, 2009) highlight that quality gaps between best practices and actual results in health care delivery, particularly in implementing evidence-based clinical practice, not only adversely impact on clinical quality but also on patient outcomes and health system efficiency. Other shortcomings include poor coordination of services, inadequate communication among health care providers, poor patient centred-care and sub-optimal preventive services (Robida, 2009; see also Activity 5 Report on Health System Delivery).

Slovenia has made attempts to establish legal frameworks and policies for quality management and safety in health care but so far, despite ambitious objectives, these efforts have not been co-ordinated adequately and implementation has been patchy (Republic of Slovenia Ministry of Health, 2015).

Firstly, major health legislation in Slovenia does not specifically address quality monitoring and improvement in a systematic way. For example, a keyword search of The Health Services Act, The Healthcare and Health Insurance Act, The Medical Services Act, the Patient’s Rights Act and The General Agreement Act (using keywords such as ‘patient safety’ and ‘quality’) highlights that these concepts are mentioned only sporadically. A National Strategy for Health Quality and Safety (2010–2015) was published in 2010 whose stated aim is to ‘develop systematic and professional activities for the continuous improvement of healthcare and patient safety’ (Republic of Slovenia National Contact Point for Cross-border health care, 2015). The strategy includes four strategic goals: the development of systematic quality and safety management; the development of a culture of safety and quality within the health care sector; the establishment of an education and a training system in the field of quality and safety; and the development of systems for improving successful and efficient health care. However, practical implementation of concrete measures in line with the National Strategy has been rather sluggish.

Secondly, at the level of individual providers, internal supervision of quality and patient safety is formally required by The Health Services Act. Providers are required to ensure safe and high-quality medical treatment, including the introduction of clinical pathways, quality indicators and other methods and quality tools. At the same time they should ensure regular internal monitoring of patient safety and the quality of medical treatment as well as broader internal and external quality auditing (accreditation) at all levels of care. However, the obligation for each provider to monitor its own quality is not implemented in a uniform or structured manner. In 2003 a MoH-sponsored project on the development of Clinical Guidelines published a manual on how to prepare guidelines and two national guidelines were produced. The project was not converted into a sustainable program. A further manual on the development of clinical pathways was issued by the MoH in 2006 and revised in 2009, but currently there is no national program for developing and adopting uniform clinical pathways that apply to all facilities in terms of evidence-based content that is then adapted to the organizational aspects of service delivery to fit local circumstances. Thus, the task of producing clinical pathways is left to individual providers. Hospitals are required to publish at least two clinical pathways each year but there is no penalty for those that do not do so. Moreover, there is no supervision of such published clinical pathways, resulting in variability across facilities and no monitoring of their appropriateness. In addition, external inspection of health care activities is fragmented sub-optimal. The regulations consist of
peer reviews between individual physicians, coordinated by the Medical Chamber of Slovenia, a review of facility finances (audits) limited to contractual obligations with the Health Insurance Institute of Slovenia (HIIS) which are undertaken by the latter, and compliance with legal requirements, undertaken by the MoH. Related to this, existing human resources and administrative capacities are not adequately developed either at the national level or at the level of individual providers to undertake quality management practices.

Thirdly, international accreditation of health care organizations on a voluntary basis is a recent development that can also play a role in improving quality. This international accreditation procedure is separate from, and in addition to, the formal licensing procedure (called “verification”) of health service providers, overseen by the MoH. Under the voluntary accreditation procedure, providers are accredited by internationally recognized organizations, independent of the Ministry of Health (MoH) or the HIIS (such as Det Norske Veritas International accreditation Standards, Accreditation Canada International and AACI International Accreditation Standards for Healthcare Organizations). Between 2011 and July 2015, 23 out of 30 hospitals were accredited by one of these organizations.

Accreditation is also becoming more common among providers of outpatients specialized services and health care centres. The data on accreditation is published on the MoH website (Albreht et al. 2016 forthcoming). For Slovenia’s public hospitals, this voluntary accreditation has essentially become mandatory in that there is a financial penalty of withholding 0.3% of hospital’s annual budget if it does not take part in the accreditation process. There are no positive incentives for taking part in the process.

Fourthly, currently there is no institutional framework that delineates the respective powers and responsibilities of various stakeholders in overseeing quality management and improvement policies (Republic of Slovenia Ministry of Health, 2015), leading to piecemeal implementation and monitoring of quality management strategies. The absence of a health care quality co-ordination unit also impacts on the capacity to develop, collect and evaluate appropriate performance indicators that could potentially be used for the purposes of rewarding of quality (See the Section on Data availability and performance indicators, below.)

**Data availability and performance indicators**

Slovenia has begun the process of collecting quality-related data and developing indicators in both the primary care and hospital sectors. However, the system of developing and collecting indicators can only be considered to be at the initial phase of development, particularly in the hospital sector, and current data are not yet suitable to be used as metrics for a rigorous system for measuring or rewarding quality.

**Primary Care**

A few indicators are currently available as part of the regular administrative collection of data as required by the annual General Agreements between providers and the HIIS. The list of indicators was introduced in 2010 and results are available for 2011. Other data are also regularly collected by the National Institute of Public Health (NIPH). Such data are collected
either quarterly or annually and are available in printed form; however, there is a considerable time lag between the time they are collected and the time they are published. Other drawbacks impeding the use of such data as quality metrics include the lack of quality control over the data collected and incompleteness due to non-compliance by some providers despite the legal obligation to submit the data under annual the General Agreement contract (see Section 3 of this report for more information on the General Agreement).

Table 5.1 lists some current indicators that have been identified by Slovene experts as potential candidates for inclusion in a pilot-program of performance measurement in primary care if data quality and gaps can be improved adequately and evaluated for their robustness.

**Table 5.1: Potential indicators for assessment of GP performance in primary care**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Sub-indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate of influenza vaccination for each provider in people older than 65 years</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary prevention of cardiovascular disease</td>
<td>i. Proportion of people with normal blood cholesterol (5.0 mmol / L) after treatment in the observation period; ii. Proportion of subjects with moderately elevated body mass index (25 to 29.99 kg / m²) after treatment in the observation period; iii. Proportion of subjects with normal body mass index (20-25 kg / m²) after treatment in the observation period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of measles vaccination for each provider</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of admission for chronic disease*</td>
<td>i. Rate of admission due to bronchial asthma in adults ii. Rate of admission due to chronic obstructive pulmonary disease iii. Rate of admission due to chronic heart failure iv. Rate of admissions due to coronary heart disease (angina pectoris) without invasive intervention v. Rate of admission due to arterial hypertension vi. Rate of admissions due to acute complications of diabetes vii. Rate of admissions due to chronic complications of diabetes viii. Rate of lower limb amputation due to diabetes ix. Rate (in the last year) of examined patients for risk factors for the projected population aged 30 to 64 x. Ratio of patients with hypertension who had measured, in the current year, an average blood pressure of &lt;140/90 (measurements in the clinic or verified at home), depending on the number of registered patients with hypertension. xi. Measured value of glycolysated haemoglobin of 7% or less in patients with diabetes. xii. Ratio of patients with COPD who are vaccinated against flu during the current year in relation to the total number of registered patients with COPD.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Hospitals

In terms of inpatient settings, the main objective in terms of quality assurance is to improve quality and patient safety in specific facilities where such problems exist and to reduce variability in patient outcomes among providers.

Slovenia has established a system of compulsory recording and gathering of quality indicators in the hospital sector. The first six obligatory quality indicators were introduced in 2006. In 2011, the MoH broadened the set of compulsory quality indicators that hospitals are obliged to monitor, and there are now 73. Data for the majority of the indicators can be extracted from national databases while the data for others have to be gathered by the hospitals and sent to the MoH or other collecting organizations. As required by the General Agreement, most indicators are published on each hospital’s website and periodically also in a national report published by the MoH, in association with the Medical Chamber, HIIS and NIPH. Failure to make the results available to the public via its website results in a financial penalty being imposed on the hospital.

Table 5.2 identifies a preliminary sub-set of the 73 indicators that are currently being collected as indicators that could be further developed and evaluated as metrics of hospital performance. Such data are either collected on a yearly basis (administrative data) or quarterly (non-administrative data).

---

8 In addition to the original six, the indicators were based on OECD indicators, PATH indicators, indicators from the Medical Chamber of Slovenia, and indicators from the European Union’s Simpatie – Safety improvement for patients in Europe- project.
Table 5.2: Potential indicators for measuring hospital performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Sub-indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Injuries of delivery pathway at vaginal delivery</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Caesarean sections</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-day mortality due to acute myocardial infarction</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-day mortality due to ischaemic cerebral stroke</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Chronic heart failure* | i. Left ventricular ejection fraction assessment  
ii. Beta-blocker therapy for left ventricular systolic dysfunction  
iii. Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor or Angiotensin receptor blocker for left ventricular systolic dysfunction  
iv. Counselling for implantable cardioverter – defibrillator for patients with left ventricular systolic dysfunction on combination medical therapy  
v. Patient self-care education  
vi. Post-discharge appointment |

30-days readmission to the same or to another hospital for the same diagnosis. -


Note: * These are newly introduced process indicators and require collection from 2015 onwards

Since 2011, efforts have focused on producing comparable data across providers but since the quality reporting indicator program is still in its early years of operation, a number of data limitations have been identified (Poldrugovac et al., 2014; Poldrugovac and Simčič, 2012) that currently impede their reliability as measures of quality, including:

- a lack of external verification of data produced by hospitals;
- a lack of statistical process controls, except for some indicators introduced by the Medical Chamber of Slovenia;
- non-reporting by some providers;
- short time series;
- lack of information technology support

In addition, the MoH has established an adverse event reporting system which requires reporting to the MoH of very serious adverse events (known as sentinel events) within 48 hours of their occurrence (Albreht et al. 2016 forthcoming). However, currently, these data are not fully available publicly – only the total number of sentinel events per category is available. Information is publicly available for quality indicators related to safety, such as patients’ falls and MRSA but these data are unreliable. Therefore, these shortcomings will need to be addressed systematically before any sub-set of indicators from the current obligatory set can be utilized as hospital performance metrics.
International Examples of P4P schemes

It should also be noted that within the international literature on P4P, there is no conclusive evidence that such financial incentive schemes have been effective in improving the quality of patient care, increasing patient satisfaction or in addressing imbalances in quality of care at the primary care level (Wright, 2012; Partel, 2014; Eijkenaar et al, 2013). This may be partly due to a lack of appropriate study design in evaluating the performance of such schemes. Thus, this section presents some international examples of P4P schemes operating in primary care and hospitals for illustrative purposes only. The aim is to highlight the different policy objectives targeted by various financial incentives/reward schemes and to briefly describe their major features.

Primary Care

Table 5.3 provides a summary of the main features of different primary care P4P programs in England, Estonia, Denmark and Germany while Annex 5.1 provides more detail on each scheme.

Table 5.3: Summary of primary care P4P programs in England, Estonia, Denmark and Germany

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Performance domains</th>
<th>Number of indicators</th>
<th>Basis for reward</th>
<th>Nature of reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>Quality Outcomes Framework (QOF)</td>
<td>Clinical care</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>Percent of target met after minimum threshold is reached</td>
<td>Approximately 20-25% of GP practice income paid as a bonus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public health (sub-domain, additional public health)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quality and productivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Patient experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Primary Health Care Quality Bonus System (QBS)</td>
<td>Disease prevention</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Minimum target thresholds</td>
<td>Up to 4.5% of family doctor income paid as a bonus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chronic disease management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Additional activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Diabetes case management payments</td>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Up-front annual fee per diabetic patient listed with the practice for covering the various elements of disease management</td>
<td>Information not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Follow up of patients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care initiative</td>
<td>Individual treatment plans and goal setting agreements</td>
<td>Currently around 30</td>
<td>Share of Gesundes Kinzigtal GmbH’s profit on the basis of individual provider performance plus extra payments for</td>
<td>Approximately 10-15% of provider’ income paid as a bonus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Patient self-management and shared decision-making</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Follow up of patients and case management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By far the most ambitious and costly P4P scheme in the world is the United Kingdom’s Quality Outcomes Framework (QOF)\(^9\) which accounts for significant proportion (approximately 25%) of General Practices’ annual income and costs the National Health Service approximately GBP 1 billion per year to operate. Introduced in 2004, the main objective of the program was to improve the overall quality of primary care throughout the country (including improvements in chronic diseases management and mortality rates as well as reductions in avoidable hospital admissions and population health status inequalities), to raise the status of the GP profession and link rewards to workload. With 121 indicators, across 4 domains (and 1 sub-domain), financial rewards are directly linked to the achievement of each target. GP practices are awarded points according to the proportion of eligible patients for whom each indicator target is met, with a maximum of 900 points (HSCIC, 2015).

Although participation in the QOF is voluntary, participation rates are very high, with approximately 8123 GP practices and nearly 100% of registered patients being included in the program in 2011/12 (Cashin, 2014). Achievement scores also have been consistently high, with an average of 831.4 points out of 900 (92.4%) in 2013-2014, prompting criticism that the indicators are too ‘easy’ to achieve. Two features of the QOF that stand out are the scale of the program, with a very large number of indicators and domains covered (See Box 5.1) and the sophisticated data collection and evaluation infrastructure used to operate the scheme. Data to calculate achievement scores under the QOF are extracted automatically from electronic medical records into a specially-developed national database, the Quality Management Analysis System (QMAS). Reports are generated by the QMAS to calculate individual practices’ QOF achievement scores and reward payments.

---

\(^9\) From April 2013, for the first time since its introduction in 2004, the QOF was different between England and the devolved administrations in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
Box 5.1: Domains in the 2013/2014 QOF in England

The 2013/2014 QOF for England comprised a clinical domain, a public health domain, a quality and productivity domain and a patient experience domain.

The clinical domain included over 90 indicators across 20 clinical areas: atrial fibrillation, secondary prevention of coronary heart disease, heart failure, hypertension, peripheral arterial disease, stroke and transient ischaemic attacks, diabetes mellitus, hypothyroidism, asthma, COPD, dementia, depression, mental health, cancer, chronic kidney disease, epilepsy, learning disabilities, osteoporosis, rheumatoid arthritis and palliative care. Each area is typically covered by two to three indicators, with a larger number for diabetes (16) and mental health (10).

The public health domain comprised 18 indicators across eight areas, including primary prevention of coronary heart disease, blood pressure, obesity, smoking, cervical screening, child health surveillance, maternity services and contraception.

The newly introduced quality and productivity domain included 9 indicators, such as review of specialist referrals, the number of emergency admissions, the implementation of care pathways, among others.

The fourth patient experience domain included one indicator, which seeks to ensure a minimum patient consultation time with the doctor.

Source: Nolte et al., 2015

Estonia’s Primary Health Care Bonus Quality Bonus System (QBS), also was designed to motivate family physicians to widen the scope of their services and to provide incentives for a greater focus on disease prevention and chronic disease management within primary care. The scope of the program is focused on process indicators (45) across 3 domains (Box 5.2), with different points allocated for each indicator, up to a maximum of 600 points. In 2011 the maximum QBS bonus payment across all three domains was a much more modest EUR 3835 (compared to the UK’s QOF) or 4.5% of the total annual income for a family physician (EUR 80,800). The total cost for the Estonian Health Insurance Fund’s (EHIF) was EUR 800,000, about 1% of its total primary health care budget. Despite the fact that a significant proportion of physicians each year (54% in 2010) fail to achieve high enough scores to earn a bonus payment, take up rates of the voluntary scheme are high, at 90% of all family physicians. One major limitation of the QBS is that because it operates from the EHIF’s electronic billing system, the program uses only process-based information/indicators and does not include any outcome measures. To date, although no formal evaluation has been undertaken some studies on the QBS suggest that the program is linked to improved chronic disease management and reduced hospitalization for chronic conditions (Chasin et al., 2014).
Box 5.2: Domains in the QBS in Estonia

**Domain I: Disease prevention** – includes the 3 indicator groups of child vaccination, children’s preventive check-ups and cardiovascular disease prevention.

**Domain II: Chronic disease management** – includes indicators for 4 conditions: hypertension, type II diabetes, myocardial infarction and hypothyreosis.

**Domain III: Additional Activities** – includes indicators for 4 areas: family physician and nurse recertification, maternity care, gynaecological activities and surgical activities.

Source: Habicht, 2014

In contrast to the QOF and QBS which have a broad focus on GP activities and associated performance indicators, Denmark is piloting a single-focus P4P program that pays a financial incentive to GPs to be case managers for diabetes patients. For GPs who voluntarily sign up to the program a relatively high up-front annual fee of EUR €156 per diabetic patient listed with the practice is paid for covering the various elements of disease management, such as documenting consultations and following clinical guidelines, providing agreed follow-up visits, and acting on non-attendance (Rudkjøbing et al, 2015). GPs who do not join the scheme continue to receive the normal EUR 17 fee per patient consultation. The scheme has been operating since 2007 and results (to 2012) have been somewhat disappointing in that the take-up rate among GPs has been rather low (30%) and patient enrolment reaching only about 10% of all diabetes patients. Initial assessments speculate that the low take up rates may be due to the financial incentive being set too low and that in terms of patient participation, the program has not succeeded in avoiding cream-skimming (Rudkjøbing et al, 2015)

A final example is the Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care initiative in the Kinzig valley in south-western Germany. This reward program has an innovative business/financial model in which a local physicians’ network and a healthcare management company (OptiMedis) form a regional integrated care management company called Gesundes Kinzigtal GmbH. The company has a contract with two German sickness funds (AOK and LKK) to manage the health care budget for all of their members in the Kinzigtal region and to provide integrated care services and additional benefits to registered members of the initiative (membership is voluntary and free of charge). The main objective of the Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care model is to encourage greater integration of care and lower health care costs whereby health care providers are incentivized to emphasize prevention and health promotion as well as improve coordination of care. Key provider financial incentives are linked to performance indicators, with providers receiving a share of the company’s profit on the basis of individual performance. Profit is derived solely from realized savings relative to the average costs of care. Like the QOF, this reward scheme relies on highly developed data capture and evaluation infrastructure, such as system-wide electronic patient records, a data warehouse and online performance measurement software, for feedback reports to physicians and for calculation of performance results and rewards. One interesting feature of the initiative is that it actively implemented precautionary measures to avoid potential
risk selection (cream skimming) and under-provision of care (given that rewards are reliant on realized savings). In fact, Gesundes Kinzigtal has primarily enrolled members with above-average morbidity and costs. Despite this, savings levels and financial results since the inception of the program in 2007 have exceeded expectations, suggesting that the use of goal-setting techniques, individualized treatment plans, and additional health check-ups may have contributed to these results.

**Hospitals**

In this section we describe three separate P4P hospital programs operating in the US that link payments from Medicare (the country’s national social insurance program mainly for those over 65 years of age) for inpatient services to the performance of approximately 3,400 hospitals. These payments are currently based on hospital performance in the areas of clinical quality, outcomes, patient experience and efficiency. A growing share of Medicare hospital payments (a total of 6% by 2017) are dependent upon how hospitals perform under the Value-Based Purchasing Program, the Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program, and the Hospital-Acquired Condition Reduction Program, all three of which are applied to hospitals that contract with Medicare (Kahn et al., 2015).

**Hospital Value-Based Purchasing (VBP) Program**

In 2014 the Hospital VBP Program assessed hospital performance according to 3 domains of quality measures: i) clinical process of care; ii) patient experience of care; iii) Outcomes (Box 5.3). In 2015 an additional ‘efficiency’ domain was included, defined as Medicare Spending per Beneficiary (MSPB).

**Box 5.3: Hospital Value-Based Purchasing (VBP) Program Performance Domains**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain I – Clinical Processes of Care (13)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMI-7a Fibrinolytic Therapy Received Within 30 Minutes of Hospital Arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI-8a Primary PCI Received Within 90 Minutes of Hospital Arrival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF-1 Discharge Instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN-3b Blood Cultures Performed in the Emergency Department (ED) Prior to Initial Antibiotic Received in Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN-6 Initial Antibiotic Selection for Community-Acquired Pneumonia (CAP) in Immunocompetent Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIP-Inf-1 Prophylactic Antibiotic Received Within One Hour Prior to Surgical Incision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIP-Inf-2 Prophylactic Antibiotic Selection for Surgical Patients Hospital Value-Based Purchasing Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIP-Inf-3 Prophylactic Antibiotics Discontinued Within 24 Hours After Surgery End Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIP-Inf-4 Cardiac Surgery Patients with Controlled 6:00 a.m. Postoperative Serum Glucose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIP-Inf-9 (for FY 2014 – 2015 only) Urinary Catheter Removal on Postoperative Day 1 or Postoperative Day 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIP-Card-2 Surgery Patients on a Beta-Blocker Prior to Arrival Who Received a Beta-Blocker During the Perioperative Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIP-VTE-1 (for FY 2013 – 2014 only) Surgery Patients with Recommended Venous Thromboembolism Prophylaxis Ordered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Domain II – Patient Experience (8)

Results are extracted from surveys of patients who left the hospital are based on the percent of patients who said they “always” had a favourable experience in these areas:

* How well nurses communicated with patients.
* How well doctors communicated with patients.
* How responsive hospital staff were to patients’ needs.
* How well caregivers managed patients’ pain.
* How well caregivers explained medication to patients before giving it to them.
* How clean and quiet the hospital room and hall were.
* How often caregivers explained to patients how to take care of themselves after discharge.
* How the hospital stay rated overall.

Domain III – Mortality

The third area that was evaluated was mortality rates among Medicare patients admitted for heart attack, heart failure or pneumonia. For each, Medicare determined a hospital’s death rate for patients who died while in the hospital or within 30 days after leaving. Medicare adjusted these rates to take into account how sick the patients were.


Under the Hospital VBP Program, Medicare makes incentive payments to hospitals based on either: a) How well they perform on each measure, or b) How much they improve their performance on each measure compared to their performance during a baseline period. CMS assesses each hospital’s total performance by comparing its Achievement and Improvement scores for each applicable Hospital VBP measure. CMS uses a threshold (50th percentile) and benchmark (mean of the top decile) to determine how many points are awarded for the Achievement and Improvement scores. CMS compares the Achievement and Improvement scores and only uses whichever is greater. Measure scores are calculated into a domain score, and the domain scores are then weighted to produce a total score. CMS uses a linear exchange function to translate Total Performance Scores into value-based incentive payments (Department of Health and Human Services CMS, 2015).

Funding for the incentive payments comes from Medicare’s established budget for hospital payments under its Diagnosis-Related Group (DRG) system, called the IPPS (Inpatient Prospective Payment System). Hospitals participating in Hospital VBP have their base operating DRG payments for each patient discharge across all hospitals reduced by a small percentage each year (1.5% in 2015) and these funds are pooled to fund the incentive payments. Thus, the Hospital VBP is ‘budget neutral’ for the IPPS.

According to Kahn et al (2015) the Hospital VBP Program redistributed about US$126 million in hospital payments for the 2015 fiscal year. Out of 3,089 hospitals receiving a payment adjustment under the program, 44.5% (1,375 hospitals) were penalized ie. their payment adjustment was less than the 1.5% of base operating payments, the amount that each hospital contributed to the Hospital VBP Program payment pool. Conversely, approximately 55.5% of hospitals received a bonus under the program, averaging a modest 0.4% (U$73,000) and for 60% of these, the bonus amounted to less than US$50,000. The current limited bonuses are due to most hospitals’ meeting performance targets; however, since
CMS has stated that in the coming years, the outcome and efficiency domains’ weighing will be increased in relation to the process-of-care indicators, the magnitude of total scores and bonus payments may change (Kahn et al., 2015).

**Hospital Readmissions Reduction Program (HRRP)**

In October 2012, CMS began reducing Medicare payments (up to 3% of base operating payments in 2014) for hospitals paid under the IPPS which recorded excess rates of preventable readmissions, measured by dividing a hospital’s number of “predicted” 30-day readmissions for heart attack, heart failure, pneumonia, hip/knee replacement, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) by the number that would be “expected,” based on an average hospital with similar patients. A ratio greater than 1 indicates excess readmissions.\(^\text{10}\) The purpose of the program is to improve quality and lower costs for Medicare patients by helping to ensure that hospitals discharge patients when they are fully prepared and safe for continued care at home or at a lower care setting. However, the validity of the program has been questioned as readmission rates for the first three reported conditions were already declining in 2013, the year that the first penalties under the HRRP were imposed, possibly due to existing public reporting requirements on the US Hospital Compare website (Kahn et al., 2015).

The HRRP has a greater effect on hospital payments than the Hospital VBP Program – in 2015 approximately 75% of the 3478 hospitals subject to the scheme received a payment penalty. The average HRRP penalty for this group was 0.5 percent of total operating payments, or US $161,000. Approximately, 10% of hospitals accounted for nearly half of the total penalties.

**Hospital-Acquired Condition (HAC) Reduction Program**

From October 2014 Medicare payments to hospitals may also be reduced in order to encourage hospitals to reduce their rates of hospital-acquired conditions (HCAs), defined as a group of reasonably preventable conditions that patients did not have upon admission to a hospital, but which developed during their hospital stay. Hospitals’ performance is measured against 3 quality measures (patient safety indicator 90 composite, central-line associated bloodstream infection and catheter associated urinary tract infection) which are used to derive a total HCA score between 1 and 10; the higher the total score, the worse the hospital has performed. In the 2015 fiscal year, 3,300 hospitals were included in the HAC Reduction Program and those ranked in the top quartile (25%, with a score of 7 or higher) received a penalty of a 1% reduction in their total IPPS payments. Major teaching hospitals represented the largest category of all hospitals in the penalty-receiving group (19%) and contributed 48% of the approximately US$357 million in penalties that were imposed under the program (Kahn et al., 2015). In terms of performance scores, many hospital scores were concentrated near the seventy-fifth percentile cut-off point that determines the penalty.

\(^\text{10}\) Readmission rates for coronary artery bypass graft will be added to the program in 2017.
It should be noted that all three performance measures of the HAC Reduction Program are included as outcome measures under the Hospital VBP Program in 2015. Kahn et al (2015) point out that this overlap is due to the statutory requirements to measure infection rates in both programs, as well as other factors such as the limited availability of appropriate performance measures, and efforts to align measures on similar patient outcomes across programs. In 2017, the overlap will be expanded to three other measures (surgical site infection, Clostridium difficile infection, and MRSA infection).

Adverse Events indicators
One route towards developing an initial, delimited pilot project on rewarding hospitals for their performance or imposing penalties for non-performance is to focus only on the reporting of hospital adverse events/hospital acquired conditions and attaching a penalty for those hospitals which perform badly on this metric. The United States' National Quality Forum has identified a list of Serious Reportable Events (SREs) – See Box 5.4 – that provides some indicators that could be used for this purpose. The introduction of such indicators would require, in the first instance, an evaluation of the specific Slovenian context to assess the validity and reliability of the chosen indicators.

Box 5.4: US National Quality Forum List of Serious Reportable Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. SURGICAL OR INVASIVE PROCEDURE EVENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A. Surgery or other invasive procedure performed on the wrong site (updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B. Surgery or other invasive procedure performed on the wrong patient (updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C. Wrong surgical or other invasive procedure performed on a patient (updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D. Unintended retention of a foreign object in a patient after surgery or other invasive procedure (updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. PRODUCT OR DEVICE EVENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2A. Patient death or serious injury associated with the use of contaminated drugs, devices, or biologics provided by the healthcare setting (updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B. Patient death or serious injury associated with the use or function of a device in patient care, in which the device is used or functions other than as intended (updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C. Patient death or serious injury associated with intravascular air embolism that occurs while being cared for in a healthcare setting (updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. PATIENT PROTECTION EVENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3A. Patient death or serious injury associated with patient elopement (disappearance) (updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B. Patient suicide, attempted suicide, or self-harm that results in serious injury, while being cared for in a healthcare setting (updated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. CARE MANAGEMENT EVENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4A. Patient death or serious injury associated with a medication error (e.g., errors involving the wrong drug, wrong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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dose, wrong patient, wrong time, wrong rate, wrong preparation, or wrong route of administration) (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

4B. Patient death or serious injury associated with unsafe administration of blood products (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

4C. Maternal death or serious injury associated with labor or delivery in a low-risk pregnancy while being cared for in a healthcare setting (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers

4D. Death or serious injury of a neonate associated with labor or delivery in a low-risk pregnancy (new)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers

4E. Patient death or serious injury associated with a fall while being cared for in a healthcare setting (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

4F. Any Stage 3, Stage 4, and unstageable pressure ulcers acquired after admission/presentation to a healthcare setting (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

4G. Artificial insemination with the wrong donor sperm or wrong egg (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices

4H. Patient death or serious injury resulting from the irretrievable loss of an irreplaceable biological specimen (new)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

4I. Patient death or serious injury resulting from failure to follow up or communicate laboratory, pathology, or radiology test results (new)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

5. ENVIRONMENTAL EVENTS

5A. Patient or staff death or serious injury associated with an electric shock in the course of a patient care process in a healthcare setting (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

5B. Any incident in which systems designated for oxygen or other gas to be delivered to a patient contains no gas, the wrong gas, or are contaminated by toxic substances (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

5C. Patient or staff death or serious injury associated with a burn incurred from any source in the course of a patient care process in a healthcare setting (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

5D. Patient death or serious injury associated with the use of physical restraints or bedrails while being cared for in a healthcare setting (updated)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based practices, long-term care/skilled nursing facilities

6. RADIOLOGIC EVENTS

6A. Death or serious injury of a patient or staff associated with the introduction of a metallic object into the MRI area (new)
Applicable in: hospitals, outpatient/office-based surgery centers, ambulatory practice settings/office-based

Source: National Quality Forum, 2015

Check list for P4P design

Table 5.4 presents a general checklist of key elements to consider when designing a P4P scheme. By their nature, P4P schemes differ according to the health setting and policy objectives. Often the aims of reward schemes in primary care settings are quite broad, and designed to cover larger proportions of the population in their scope for improving quality and tend to focus on encouraging service delivery according to clinical guidelines. For hospital settings P4P programs tend to be narrower in focus and designed to address
particular problems such as reducing avoidable complications due to hospitalization or to encourage adherence to clinical guidelines in specific areas (Cashin, 2014). The examples from the USA in section 5.4 also illustrate a strengthened focus on value-based purchasing which aims to link the delivery of higher-quality services to cost effectiveness. Regardless of the context, all P4P schemes share common elements which need to be addressed systematically in order for a successful reward program to be developed.

Table 5.4: Elements of P4P program design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Factors to consider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Performance domains and Measures | 1) Defining domains for measurement:  
- Clinical quality (structure, process and outcome measures)  
- Priority services (e.g. immunization or cancer screening)  
- Efficiency (e.g. achieving shared savings and lower cost growth)  
- Patient experience and satisfaction  
- Equity/reduction of health status disparities  
2) Choosing the right number of indicators to capture the important aspects of performance and take account of available data while at the same time avoiding making the system overly complex  
3) Weighting of performance domains (typically the weighting signals priorities)  
4) Involving stakeholders in developing performance measures to increase acceptance |
| Basis for reward or penalty | 1) Options for reward/penalty basis include:  
- an absolute level of the measure (whether a specific target is achieved above a threshold)  
- a change in the level achieved over time (improvement)  
- how providers perform relative to other providers (relative ranking)  
2) Calculation of achievement rates (single of composite measures; transparency and complexity of methodology)  
3) Risk adjustment (adjustments to compensate providers serving a disproportionately sicker or costlier to care for population to reduce the incentive for them to avoid such patients) |
| Nature of the reward or penalty | 1) Size of reward or penalty  
2) Who is the recipient (individuals or institutions)?  
3) Is participation voluntary or compulsory?  
4) Whether financial reward is accompanied by non-financial awards |
### Conclusions

Slovenia’s draft National Health Plan (2015) contains a commitment to recognize greater efficiency and quality on the part health care providers through rewarding performance. At the same time it acknowledges the need to take a step-by-step approach and to first develop appropriate models, including the adoption of suitable performance criteria, and to test any resulting P4P models prior to implementation (Republic of Slovenia Ministry of Health, 2015). Looking at the current situation in Slovenia and some international examples of P4P schemes in primary and hospital care, the following pre-conditions have been identified for meeting these aims:

- Strengthening the development and enforcement of the quality management framework currently in place, including the development of a national program for developing and adopting uniform clinical guidelines for various conditions, and enforcing the regulation of quality monitoring responsibilities within individual health care facilities/institutions;
- Identifying and establishing an institutional framework that is responsible for overseeing quality management and improvement policies (possibly a coordinating unit within the NIIS that can synchronize the inputs of relevant organizational stakeholders); necessary financial resources will need to be provided for this purpose;
- Concerted effort is required to develop appropriate indicators/performance metrics in both the primary care and hospital sectors, and to co-ordinate their collection and robust evaluation. The existence of reliable and measurable indicators of quality, in terms of structures, processes and outcomes, is indispensable for linking payment to performance. This task could be carried out most efficiently by a coordinating unit dedicated to quality management;
- In tandem, a robust system of quality reporting and public dissemination of results (to providers themselves through feedback reports, to patients and to health services funders – HIIS and Voluntary Health Insurers) could be operationalized. Such as system would form the basis of more robust quality monitoring activities;
- The current payment systems for primary care providers, GPs/family physicians and hospitals need to be amended to establish properly functioning and transparent payment methodologies (see Chapter 4 of this report) before any P4P pilot scheme is implemented;
- Any initial P4P scheme that is developed should start off at a modest scale (featuring a small number of targeted indicators) and be implemented as a pilot program in a
defined geographical area (region) or provider group. Robust evaluation of the pilot program’s impact against specific quality improvement and outcomes criteria should take place before roll-out on a national basis.

- Initial small-scale pilot programs could be considered in primary care, in the hospital sector via a hospital reward/penalty scheme focusing on a minimum set of indicators on adverse events or more generally on a “pay for reporting” scheme where payment could be reduced if providers fail to provide information (of sufficient quality) on a set of quality indicators.
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ENGLAND: QUALITY AND OUTCOMES FRAMEWORK (QOF)

Program aims
The QOF was introduced in 2004 as part of a new contract with General Practitioners (GPs), with the aim to improve the overall quality of primary care throughout the country, to make the GP profession more attractive, to reduce the wide variation in payments to practices and to fairly link reward to workload. In turn, quality improvement is seen to contribute to the achievement of a number of other inter-related goals (Martin et al., 2010; Gillam and Siriwardena, 2010):

- To stimulate an improvement in chronic disease management;
- To reduce avoidable hospital admission rates through better chronic disease management at the primary care level;
- To contribute to improvements in national mortality rates; and
- To contribute to bridging the gap in population health status inequalities.

Performance domains and indicators
The QOF rewards GP practices with financial incentives for meeting quality targets measured initially against 146 indicators. Periodic reviews have revised and reduced the number of indicators to 121. Financial rewards are directly linked to the level of achievement of each target.

In 2013/14, GP performance was measured against a total of 121 indicators. Practices could achieve a maximum of 900 points. A selection of structural, process, and outcome indicators were grouped into four domains and one sub-domain (HSCIC, 2015):

1. 93 clinical indicators, mostly covering chronic conditions (e.g. chronic kidney disease, heart failure, hypertension) worth up to a maximum of 610 points.
2. 9 public health indicators across four clinical areas – blood pressure, cardiovascular disease, primary prevention, obesity and smoking (e.g. the percentage of smokers with an offer of support and treatment to quit smoking).
2a. 9 public health – additional services indicators across four service areas, including cervical screening (e.g. the percentage of eligible women with a cervical screening test in the previous 5 years), child health surveillance, contraception and maternity services.
3. 9 indicators for quality and productivity (e.g. concerning implementation of care pathways, participation in external peer review).
4. 1 indicator for patient experience, which relates to length of consultations (i.e. routine booked consultations should not be less than 10 min).

Incentive payments
Under the QOF, General Practitioner (GP) practices are awarded points according to the proportion of eligible patients for whom each indicator target is met.

For 2014/15 GP practices in England were paid a flat rate of GBP 156.92 for each point they achieve, up to a maximum of 900 points. Payments are adjusted for practice size and disease prevalence relative to the national average. The program allows GPs to report ‘exceptions’ ie. ‘exception
reporting’ allows certain patients, who are deemed to be unsuitable (according to set criteria) to be excluded from the overall target for patients registered at a practice.

Martin et al (2010) and Cashin et al (2014) estimate that about 20-25% of GP practice income is tied to QOF financial incentives. In 2005/06 the additional income from the QOF per GP practice was around GBP 126,000, which is an extremely high level of reward by international standards. Currently, expenditures for the QOF are around GBP 1 billion per year (Cashin et al., 2014).

Data sources and flows
Data to calculate achievement scores under the QOF are extracted automatically from electronic medical records into a specially-developed national database, the Quality Management Analysis System (QMAS). Reports are generated by the QMAS to calculate individual practices’ QOF achievement scores and reward payments. Data relating to organizational indicators are entered manually by practices on the QMAS website.

Potential success and evaluation
In terms of its implementation, the QOF has been deemed a success (Gillam and Siriwardena, 2010). Although participation by practices in the QOF is voluntary, participation rates are very high (The Information Office, 2012). In 2011/12 the program covered 8123 GP practices and almost 100% registered patients (Cashin et al., 2014). Since its inception, GP practices have achieved high scores. In 2013-14 the average achievement score for practices was 831.4 points out of 900, ie. 92.4% of the total available; 162 practices achieved the maximum of 900 points. There has been criticism in the United Kingdom that the indicators were set at too ‘easy’ a level, while at the same time the scheme has also had an effect in reducing inequalities in the delivery of primary care (Doran et al., 2008).

It is important to note that the QOF only measures a small proportion of primary care or GP activity and thus does not capture all the domains of quality, such as continuity of care, patient-centred consultation skills, diagnostic skills or care of diseases not included in the QOF (Ashworth and Kordowicz, 2010). Moreover, it is unclear whether high achievement scores translate into improved patient care and health outcomes, as no systematic, large scale studies have yet been undertaken. In their review of the literature Steel and Willems (2010) conclude that the evidence base for the impact of the QOF remains patchy and inconclusive. Their analysis of 35 studies highlights that the achievement of standards has risen each year approximately in line with pre-existing trends and while findings vary between studies and indicators there is no consensus on whether the QOF has changed the underlying overall rate of quality improvement. However, there have been some significant, albeit small improvements for some conditions such as diabetes and asthma. Another recent systematic review of existing research on the QOF noted that while there was evidence of modest improvements in the quality of care for chronic diseases covered by the framework, its impacts on costs, professional behaviour and patient experience had remained uncertain (Gillam, Siriwardena & Steel, 2012). A further review also noted that the QOF has had limited impact on improving health outcomes, which the authors attributed to the framework’s focus on process-based indicators and the indicators’ ceiling thresholds (Langdown & Peckham, 2014).

Most studies concur that the QOF led to rapid and universal adoption of electronic records by GPs, since payments were dependent on data extracted from electronic records. Practices employed more staff, especially nurses and administrative staff, and proactive care for major chronic diseases such as diabetes and asthma were increasingly provided by nurses working in disease-focused clinics within their GP practices (Nolte et al., 2015).
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ESTONIA: PRIMARY CARE QUALITY BONUS SYSTEM

Program aims
The Quality Bonus System (QBS) was introduced in 2006 to:

- Provide incentives for family physicians (GPs) to focus on disease prevention;
- Reduce morbidity from vaccine-preventable diseases and reduce hospitalization from chronic diseases;
- Improve the management of chronic diseases within primary health care;
- Motivate family physicians to widen the scope of their services

Performance domains and indicators
The QBS has three domains, with several indicator groups:

Domain I - Disease prevention – includes the 3 indicator groups of child vaccination, children’s preventive check-ups and cardiovascular disease prevention.

Domain II - Chronic disease management – includes indicators for 4 conditions: hypertension, type II diabetes, myocardial infarction and hypothyreosis.

Domain III - Additional activities – includes indicators for 4 areas: family physician and nurse recertification, maternity care, gynaecological activities and surgical activities.

There is a total of 45 indicators, with a possible maximum score of 600 points. Different total points are available for each domain and indicator (ie. indicators are weighted) and physicians earn points for reaching the performance target for each indicator.

Incentive payments
Domains I and II constitute the ‘basic payment’ which was a maximum of EUR 3068 per year in 2011. Family physicians are eligible for bonus payments if they achieve at least 80% of possible points. The bonus payment is paid to the family physician at 100% (EUR 3068) if at least 560 points are achieved and at 80% (EUR 2454) if at least 480 points are achieved. Scores below 80% do not receive any payment.

An additional payment from Domain III is payable only if family physicians have already qualified for a bonus payment in Domains I-II at least at the 80% level. The maximum payment under Domain III was EUR 767 in 2011.

Bonus payments are paid to the family physician who then decides whether and how to distribute the payment among other staff, such as nurses.

In 2011 the maximum QBS bonus payment across all three domains was EUR 3835 or 4.5% of the total annual income for a family physician (EUR 80,800). The total cost of the QBS in that year was EUR 800,000, about 1% of the Estonian Health Insurance Fund’s (EHIF) total primary health care budget.

Data sources and flows
Data required for the QBS is derived from the EHIF’s routine claims data through its electronic billing system. Patient-level information is available electronically for all activities, including lists of patients with chronic diseases. Only information on the recertification of physicians and nurses must be provided manually by medical associations overseeing continuous medical information.
Potential success and evaluation
In 2010 the share of physicians participating in the program on a voluntary basis was 90% (up from 50% when the QBS started in 2006) and covered approximately 90% of insured people in Estonia. These strong take-up rates have been achieved despite the fact that a significant proportion of physicians each year fail to achieve high enough scores to earn a bonus payment. For example, in 2010, approximately 24% of family physicians received bonus payments at the maximum level for Domains I and II, a further 12% earned a bonus payment at the 80% level while just over half (54%) did not qualify for any payment at all (10% of all family physicians did not participate in the program). There is also wide variation in take-up rates and achievement of bonus payments across the country’s counties.

No formal evaluation has yet been undertaken of the QBS; however, some studies assessing its impact suggest that the program is linked to improved chronic disease management and reduced hospitalization for chronic conditions (Chasin et al., 2014). Moreover, the implementation of QBS and monitoring of performance results has highlighted the importance of clinical guidelines in performance monitoring at the primary care level.

One limitation of the QBS is that because it is based on the EHIF’s electronic billing system, it limits the program to process-based information/indicators and does not include any outcome measures.
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DENMARK: PAYMENTS TO GPS FOR BEING CASE MANAGERS FOR DIABETES PATIENTS

Program aims
The financial incentive for coordinating care to diabetic patients is a pilot project started in 2007, constituting part of a general policy to improve care by strengthening GPs’ role. The purpose of the policy, as stated in the agreement between the Danish regions and GPs, is to develop and ensure quality in the treatment of chronic diseases in general practice and to give GPs a tool to systemize care and quality assurance of the treatment and monitoring of patients with chronic diseases.

Performance domains and indicators
GPs have to regularly assess the appropriateness of each patient’s management and document consultations. The care must follow the guidelines provided by the Danish College of General Practitioners (the scientific college of general practice). Follow-up visits must be agreed between the GP and the patient, and the GP must follow up on non-attendance. A key element of the policy is that following the annual consultation and corresponding fee, the next three consultations are provided without further reimbursement for the GP.

Incentive payments
A financial incentive is paid to GPs for delivery of care to type 2 diabetes patients. Once a GP joins the scheme the GP is paid a relatively high up-front annual fee of EUR €156 per diabetic patient listed with the practice for covering the various elements of disease management (Rudkjøbing et al, 2012).

Data sources and flows
A requirement to receive the annual fee for diabetic care is the installation of a sentinel data capture system. The system collects key data from the electronic health record system, generates reports for each practice and benchmarks the GP’s performance against that of other GPs.

Potential success and evaluation
Entering into this new form of reimbursement is voluntary and the GPs are free to stay with the traditional fee-for-service reimbursement scheme with a reimbursement fee of EUR 17 per consultation. Between 2007 and 2012, approximately 30% of GP practices had adopted the use of the incentive and services had been extended to 33,000 patients, about half the number that had been expected when the program began, and representing only about 10% of diabetes patients. Although the implementation of the scheme was not yet complete in 2012 (as more GPs were signing up), it is generally accepted that the program was not functioning as envisioned, with take-up rates being far too low, suggesting that the level of the financial incentive may be too low. More importantly, the low rate of diabetes patients being signed up by their GP may suggest that the program has not succeeded in avoiding cream-skimming. In addition, given the lack of evaluation, it is unclear whether this incentive mechanism has led to higher quality care at a lower cost while maintaining or improving the recipients’ health and satisfaction (Rudkjøbing et al, 2015).
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GERMANY: GESUNDES KINZIGTAL INTEGRATED CARE PROGRAM

Background information

The German health care system has historically been characterized by significant financial and organizational fragmentation across health care sectors and providers, resulting in substantial inefficiencies. In an effort to encourage greater integration of care and lower health care costs, the 2004 Statutory Health Insurance Modernization Act allowed German sickness funds to spend 1% of their overall expenditure on integrated care programs. Contrary to the expectations of health policymakers, however, most of the integrated care programs that were established focused on specific indications (e.g. knee surgery) and usually integrated only two sectors (e.g. rehabilitation and integrated care). The Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care initiative is one of the few population-based integrated care systems that covers all sectors and indications of care for a specified population.

Based in the Kinzig valley in southwestern Germany, Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care is managed by a regional integrated care management company called Gesundes Kinzigtal GmbH, which was founded by a local physicians’ network and a healthcare management company in 2005. As part of its contract agreement with two German sickness funds (AOK and LKK), Gesundes Kinzigtal GmbH is tasked with managing the health care budget for all of their members in the Kinzigtal region (31,000 patients). Importantly, however, most of the integrated care services and additional benefits are offered only to members who voluntarily decide to actively enrol in the program free of charge. As of May 2010, 6,870 insured members have become active enrolled members.

As part of its prevention and health promotion strategy, Gesundes Kinzigtal offers programs targeting common high-burden chronic diseases to patients who have been identified to be at-risk or who have already developed certain chronic illnesses. Some initiatives include active health promotion for the elderly, intervention programs for patients with chronic heart failure, and a physician-led smoke cessation program, as well as “Healthy Kinzigtal moving”, which offers vouchers and discounts to members for sports and gym clubs.

Program aims

The main objective of the Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care model is to encourage greater integration of care and lower health care costs through an innovative financial model whereby health care providers are incentivized to emphasize prevention and health promotion as well as improve coordination of care.

Performance domains and indicators

Striving to achieve population health gains and lower costs, the Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care model is characterized by four key components: 1) individual treatment plans and goal-setting agreements between physician and patient, 2) patient self-management and shared decision-making between doctor and patient (doctors receive training in shared decision-making), 3) follow-up care and case management (with clearly defined care coordinators), 4) “Right care at the right time” (whereby tailored arrangements are made for patients that need to be seen urgently despite long waiting times for certain services).

Incentive payments

Key provider financial incentives are linked to performance indicators, with providers receiving a share of the company’s profit on the basis of individual performance.
One of the more important innovations of the Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care initiative is its financial model. Profit is derived solely from realized savings relative to the average costs of care, which is then shared between the management company and the sickness funds on the basis of a negotiated shared savings contract. Importantly, health care providers continue to be reimbursed in the same way by statutory health insurers, with additional pay-for-performance reimbursement provided by Gesundes Kinzigtal GmbH for services not normally covered but considered important to achieve better quality of care. In addition, all providers are given a share of the company’s profit on the basis of individual provider performance—an innovative alignment of the interests of health care providers and health insurers to achieve efficiencies. Collectively, these additional payments comprise 10-15% of providers’ other income.

With regard to patient incentives, there are no direct financial incentives offered for active enrolment. Recruitment of patients relies instead on explanation of the additional benefits that actively enrolled patients receive, such as 1) improved care coordination across all sectors, 2) a “doctor of trust” who provides additional case management services, 3) care providers who have been trained in shared decision making, 4) closer patient-physician relationship through individualized treatment plans, 5) additional health check-ups relative to normal care, 6) access to physicians outside normal hours, and 7) discounts for gym memberships among other benefits. Notably, patients are free to seek services from any non-contracted health care providers, thus preserving patients’ freedom of choice.

Data sources and flows
A system-wide electronic patient record is used to regularly analyse patient data and identify high-risk costs. In addition, a comprehensive business intelligence infrastructure (with e.g. data warehouse and online performance measurement feedback reports for physicians) has been implemented which allows the integration and transformation of various data sources like claims data, health records from physicians, survey data etc. for performance management purposes. A set of indicators (currently around 30), which is constantly evolving and provides relevant information, is used.

Potential success and evaluation
A key concern of the Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care model is the potential for risk selection and under-provision of care. Accordingly, various precautions have been put in place, which have been shown to be successful not only in preventing traditional risk selection, but in achieving an “inverted” risk selection, such that Gesundes Kinzigtal has primarily enrolled members with above average morbidity and costs. To assess the possible under-provision of services, Gesundes Kinzigtal has voluntarily allocated a sizeable budget for independent evaluation of the system by a newly established agency, EKIV. The evaluation consists of a quasi-experimental, population-based controlled cohort trial, which seeks to compare service utilization and health outcomes between the Gesundes Kinzigtal Integrated Care model and usual care.

One potential challenge relates to whether the financial incentives given to providers are strong enough to result in greater efficiency given the fact that they are still largely reimbursed on a fee-for-service system with capped budgets; as mentioned above, the additional payments given by Gesundes Kinzigtal GmbH account for only 10-15% of providers’ other income. Nevertheless, the first financial results of the system counter the suggestion that the new incentives are too weak. In 2007, Gesundes Kinzigtal GmbH realized an increase of 3.38% in the region’s overall contribution margin, exceeding expectations. While the realized savings cannot be attributed directly to any one component of the system, it is likely that the use of goal-setting techniques, individualized treatment plans, and additional health check-ups may have "contributed to an enhanced ‘health mindfulness’
on the part of both physicians and patients which then again might have led to lower costs” (Hildebrandt et al. 2010).
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